LDU summary
LDU No 407

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Marine levels
Ground Type
Intertidal sands
Settlement
Unsettled wildland
Land Cover
Open wildland
Overall Character Statement
This very long, sinuous, narrow LDU consists of the flat valley floor of the river Tamar in
its various manifestations: upper valley, granite ridge and middle valley. Most of it lies
outside WDD and within Cornwall, as where the river passes through the granite
ridge.The upper valley (Wareham Wood to Luckett/Latchley) is almost entirely
watermeadow, with a small area of post-medieval enclosure - all of which is in pastoral
cultivation, with some riparian vegetation and relics of former mining activity visible
away from the river. Here the valley floor has been partly tamed, with selected mature
oaks along the river's edge providing an ornamental landscape at Bridge Farm (on the
opposite side of the river) amid the pasture fields, and with watermeadows in the bend
in the river between Lucket and Latchley.There is no settlement in this area, although
the adjoining LDU has extensive evidence of fomer industrial activity. Although there
are tracks along the riverside (Endsleigh Drive and Lamerhooe Drive) these have no
public access, and there is no public footpath on the Devon side of the river.
From Morwellham south to South Hooe the valley floor is slightly wider and the river a
more dramatic element within it. This is a more varied area, with much activity around
Calstock, including two summer ferry crossings and a railway crossing, part of the Tamar
Valley Discovery Trail, set within small areas of woodland (including some Ancient
Woodland), industrial complexes at Morwellham Quay and Okeltor (the latter disused,
with settling ponds, the former housing a power station as well as a heritagge museum),
saltmarsh and pastoral farmland with extensive areas of former orchard (North Ward
Farm). At Rumleigh, for example,there is a tiny stone-faced relic quay and woodland
and scrub around a former brickworks, with a chimney visible just to the north. South of
this busy area the river valley again narrows, then widens between North Hooe and
South Hooe to a still wider river edged with tidal areas of mud and sand.
Key Characteristics
Flat valley floor of very meandering river
Confined by steep wooded slopes to both sides
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

Mix of discontinous land uses adds variety to local landscape but dilutes wildland
character
Pastoral farmland and saltmarsh, with pockets of woodland
Active and former industrial complexes
Neither settlement nor roads
Overall Condition Statement
The wildland character of this LDU is compromised and diluted by farmland and
industrial complexes.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Very high
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Moderate

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 456

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock vales & valleys
Ground Type
Loamy gleyed soils
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Secondary woodland
Overall Character Statement
The southern part of this LDU lies within West Devon District, where landform consists of
a gently rolling shallow bowl, framed by woodland on a low ridge to the north which
creates a sense of enclosure. Landcover is a mix of pastoral farmland and small woods,
sufficient to create a wooded overall impression, with areas of rough ground and scrub.
These all help to mask and screen the clay workings which occupy a large proportion of
the area, but which are scarcely visible, even in winter - only the landform appears
modified. This is a small scale landscape of modern enclosure to the south, with small
irregular fields, while much of the restored clay workings are larger, more regular
fields, more like the moorland area beyond the northern boundary. There is no
settlement and no roads - a track leads into the industrial site and doubles as part of the
Tarka Trail long-distance footpath; there is another footpath through pastoral farmland
in the south.
Key Characteristics
Gently rolling landform enclosed by shallow ridge or bowl to north
Pastoral farmland with many small woods
Industrial works largely concealed by woodland and scrub
No settlement
No roads
Footpaths
Overall Condition Statement
The inherent moorland character of this LDU has been significantly modified by clay
extraction and working, but is now in quite good condition as ' undulating upland'.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Low

Visual Sensitivity

Very low

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 457

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock lowlands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU is a small lowland plain set just of the north of the confluence of the rivers
Tamar and Tavy. It consists of open pastoral farmland which grades to saltmarsh along
much of its eastern boundary, with a little deciduous woodland and scattered orchards,
a reflection of the extensive orchards which were once found here. Bere Ferrers is an
historic riverside village, with small stone cottages and 19th century mining terraces set
around a small stone-faced harbour. The field pattern is very regular, defined by low
hedgebanks with tightly-trimmed hedges with a few grown out hedgerow trees. This
area has an ancient, largely unchanged cultural pattern and enjoys extensive views over
the rivers, a beautiful view somewhat moderated by extensive nursery production under
glass on the Cornish bank and pylons.
Key Characteristics
Gently rolling lowland interfluve plain
Framed by confluence of rivers Tamar and Tavy
Contained by rising ground to north
Pastoral farmland with some saltmarsh and orchards
Strong historic field pattern of hedgebanks
Little woodland
Few roads but railway dissects area
One historic village and a few scattered stone farms
Overall Condition Statement
Extensive loss of orchards - promote restoration, and conservation of few that are left.
Conserve historic field pattern, perhaps by promoting interest in it.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Low
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 458

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Marine levels
Ground Type
Saltmarsh
Settlement
Meadowland - unsettled
Land Cover
Open pastures
Overall Character Statement
This small LDU lies against the eastern bank of the river Tamar between Clamoak Quay
and Thorn Point, near the river's confluence with the river Tavy. It is flat, raised
marginally above the mudflats along the riverbank, and is subject to strong tidal
influence. Landcover consists of a sinuous maze of small tidal creeks which separate
baulks of saltmarsh. The area is contained by sloping pastoral farmland around its
landward edges and is distinct from the adjoining riverside, where either the tidal
waters of the river or the glistening mudflats provide a unified, level vista regardless of
the state of the tide, contrasting strongly with the organic pattern created by the mix of
creek and saltmarsh here. The LDU contains neither settlement nor highways, although
there is a footpath along its eastern boundary. From it there are views across the Tamar
to pastoral farmland.
Key Characteristics
Small flat area of riverside creeks and saltmarsh
Borders river Tamar
Strong tidal influence
Contained by psatoral farmland in landward side
Absence of settlement or highways, with footpath along landward edge
Intriguing organic pattern of sinuous creeks between irregular areas of saltmarsh
Overall Condition Statement
Excellent.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Very high

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 459

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of a small, open upland plateau which slopes gradually southwards
towards the river Tamar. It is gently rolling pastoral farmland, with no woodland and
few trees, although there are some tree clumps and copses and trees along roadsides,
where wide verges add interest to the sinuous narrow lanes. The highway network is
dense, with many lanes off the central discontinuous spine roads, where occasionally a
pocket of settlement may be found at a crossroads. The isolated farms are usually of
stone, often with crinkly tin roofs to the farm buildings, and elsewhere there are 20th
century bungalows. Beech is a prominent local species, with some beech rows on high
banks, although ash is also noticeable.There are some footpaths.
Key Characteristics
Small high, open plateau
Slopes southward towards Tamar
All pastoral farmland, with no woodland
Mainly low hedgebanks with few hedgerow trees axcept to roadside
Very little settlement - isolated farms and bungalows
Dense highway network of narrow sinuous lanes with wide verges
Overall Condition Statement
Restore former orchards. Conserve areas of medieval strip-enclosure
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Moderate

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 460

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Humic impoverished soils
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of a steeply sloping hill along the southern edge of the river Lew. It
rises from the edge of the floodplain to a narrow ridge, then falls steeply southwards to
a small stream valley. The ridge and north-facing slope are open pastoral farmland in a
very regular medium to large field pattern, almost unenclosed on Burley Down and
Galford Down and with a few farmhouses scattered along the boundary with the river
Lew. The steeper south-facing slope and both the northeastern and southwestern ends
of the ridge are wooded, mainly covered with mixed plantations although there is one
conifer plantation. Often these woods are edged with beech or mixed deciduous
species, which echo the individual trees and treerows that act as field boundaries,
interspersed with low hedgebanks. Gorse and beech hint at the impoverished soils, as do
the almost unenclosed areas of rough ground at Burley Down and Galford Down.
Settlement consists only of a few farmhouses scattered along the boundary with the
river Lew floodplain, although there are traces of much older former settlement on the
hilltops - a cairn, a motte and bailey associated with an ancient settlement. The road
pattern is sparse, with a single straight minor road along part of both the northern and
southern boundaries, linked by one more winding road across the centre of the LDU.
From these roads there are long views over open hilltops and the river and stream
valleys to north and south.
Key Characteristics
Steeply sloping valley side, ridge and counter slope
Well wooded but with much pastoral farmland
Very regular field pattern
Mixed or conifer plantations, often with a mixed or beech deciduous edge
Isolated farms along boundary with river Lew are only settlement
Sparse highway network of straight minor roads
Rolling open hills and densely wooded lower slopes
Overall Condition Statement
Good. Conserve rough ground and wet pasture, and relic Ancient Woodland features, if
present, such as banks along or within woodland.
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 523

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Planned wooded farmland
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of the densely wooded steep western slope of the river Trone valley.
The valley is very narrow, with a wooded floor, and deciduous woodland is the dominant
land cover. Large regular pasture fields are set among woods on the upper slopes. There
is almost no settlement, with a few houses set around the boundary with the adjoining
uplands and one house at a river crossing point. River crossings are infrequent and
usually consist of a ford, and there are no roads running along the valley, merely steep
winding lanes between tall hedges crossing it. Beech and holly are the locally dominant
species, with pines visible among the mainly deciduous woodland. Although the
landform creates an intimate, enclosed character, the scale of this landscape is
medium large, with extensive areas of woodland and large pasture fields in a regular
field pattern.
Key Characteristics
Steeply sloping river valley side
Densely wooded slopes and very narrow valley floor
Isolated large pasture fields on upper slopes in very regular pattern
Almost no settlement
Near absence of roads, with fords at river crossing points and steep narrow winding lanes
Very contained, intimate landscape
Broadleaf woodland
Beech, holly and pines are dominant species
Overall Condition Statement
Very good
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 667

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Soft rock uplands
Ground Type
Sandy brown soils
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of open rolling uplands in mainly pastoral cultivation, but with more
arable than is common within the District. There is almost no woodland, just a few
roadside copses, and few hedgerow trees, so views such as that to Exbourne church
tower are frequent. The field pattern is mixed, generally small to very small regular or
sub-regular, but with very large fields at the eastern end suggestive of field
amalgamation. There is also a factory here, associated with North Tawton and the
river - an uncommon element in this very rural LDU. The two villages, Exbourne and
Sampford Courtenay/Sampford Chapple are long established with mainly stone houses
with thatch or slate roofs, and there is little 20th century infill or edge development.
Elsewhere isolated farms are typical, usually on private drives off the A3072, which is a
significant highway element. There is an unobtrusive camping and caravan park near
Sampford Chapple. Despite the busy A road and the higher percentage of arable
cultivation, this is a very traditional rural landscape.
Key Characteristics
Rolling uplands with streams
Pastoral cultivation with some arable
Almost no woodland, with a few copses and riparian woodland and wet pasture along
streams
Variable hedgebanks with few hedgerow trees
Holly oak and beech as dominant species
Variable field pattern of small to very small sub-regular fields, much large and more
regular at eastern end
Busy roads through centre of LDU with minor roads crossing
Stone villages, long established
Open large-scale landscape, despite small field pattern
Overall Condition Statement
Not quite as good as most other LDUs, locally, although for the most part it is very good

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 668

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of high gently rolling farmland with woods, steepening towards the
river valley on its western flank. Land cover is mainly pastoral farmland with deciduous
woods, with wet rush pasture on some lower slopes, but there is some arable cultivation
and a little small-scale mixed forestry. The field pattern and scale is generally medium
sub-regular, varying from small to quite large over the LDU, with considerable local
variation south of the main wooded areas. Settlement is dispersed, with a sparse scatter
of small houses and farms, many of which area constructed of local materials: stone
and/or cob with thathc, or tin for the roofs of farm buildings. Bondleigh is the only
clustered settlement - a traditional river crossing settlement partly in the adjoining river
valley LDU, mainly of vernacular construction. The balance of elements changes across
the LDU from east to west, so that the eastern half is more open, with long views
especially to the north and east, while the western half is more enclosed by woodland
and landform.
Key Characteristics
High gently rolling uplands, sloping to the west towards river Taw
Farmland with woods, mainly pastoral cultivation with some arable
Extensive deciduous woodland in western half, with smaller more dispersed woods in east
Mixed height hedgebanks with ditches, few hedgerow trees and no verges
Very winding narrow lanes
Dispersed pattern of small houses and farms, with local materials used in older buildings
High and open with long views in the eastern half, more enclosed by landform and
woodland in western half
Overall Condition Statement
Good
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 678

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy gleyed soils
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Estate pastures
Overall Character Statement
The parts of this LDU that lie within West Devon District consist of rolling land sloping
down from east to west, apparently high (180m AOD max.).This is an open area, with
views over well-trimmed medium height hedgebanks with low hedges. There are
occasional tree rows or tall hedges, but few hedgerow trees. The medium-scale subregular fields, of a rectangular pattern but often with curved boundaries, are of pastoral
farmland. Small deciduous plantations occur infrequently. The LDU is quite settled,
although in those areas within WDD, this settlement consists only of isolated farms and
cottages. The straightish narow lanes often have verges (and occasionally ditches) which
are of variable width, creating the illusion that the lanes are winding and possibly
indicating former use as drove roads.
Key Characteristics
Sloping gently rolling landform
Pastoral farmland with few hedgerow trees
Sub-regular medium scale field pattern
Isolated farms and cottages
Straight roads with curved verges of variable width
Low well-trimmed hedges on medium height hedgebanks
Open, with views over hedgebanks
Overall Condition Statement
Good, with some fencing observed strengthening rather than replacing hedgebanks.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 679

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Impoverished soils
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient wooded farmland
Overall Character Statement
The southern part of this LDU, which lies within West Devon District, consists of a very
steep valley side, densely clothed in deciduous woodland, with quite large areas of
pastoral farmland carved out of the wood at various times, giving it a more mixed
character than the opposing slope. There is a slightly irregular small-scale pattern to the
field boundaries, which appear to cut across the grain of the landscape. There is almost
no settlement and only one road at the southern end of the LDU, so it is remote and
tranquil. The woodland is mainly deciduous, with one extensive conifer plantation at the
northern end of this area.
Key Characteristics
Steep western valley slope of river Torridge
Dense deciduous woodland
Pastoral farmland in mixed pattern of sub-regular fields
Hedgebanks with trees
Almost no settlement
Almost no highways; no footpaths
Overall Condition Statement
Good.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Very high
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 680

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of a gently rolling upland plateau in pastoral cultivation with many
small scattered woods. These are mainly deciduous, but there are also some conifer
plantations. Field boundaries are low hedgebanks with ditches and verges, and there are
areas of regularly spaced and even-aged oaks, which create an estate character
locally.The field pattern is variably sub-regular or irregular, with a variety of sizes,
reflecting the patchwork development and change of farming practice in this area, and
possibly quite small landholdings. Overall this appears to be a large-scale landscape.
The highway network is distinctive, with fairly straight minor roads radiating out from
Monkokehampton, an historic settlement, and one B road linking it to settlements north
and south on the edge of the river Okement. The settlement pattern is also different
from surrounding LDUs, with several small hamlets with churches, as well as isolated
farms. Building materials are usually local, used to construct small stone and thatch
cottages. These elements combine to create an open character of fairly large scale, due
to the paucity of hedgerow trees and the dispersed nature of the woods.
Key Characteristics
Gently rolling upland plateau
Pastoral farmland with many small woods
Mainly deciduous woodland with some conifer plantations
Many streams with wet rush pasture
Low hedgebanks with ditches and verges and local areas of regular hedgerow oaks
Distinctive pattern of dispersed hamlets as well as isolated farms
Single significant historic settlement at river crossing
Radiating highway pattern spreading out from main settlement
Open and large scale landscape
Overall Condition Statement
Good and of long standing. Seek to link some smaller woods to improve ecological
corridors.

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 681

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Impoverished soils
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient wooded farmland
Overall Character Statement
The southern part of this LDU lies within West Devon District, where it consists of a
balanced mix of deciduous woodland and pastoral farmland with parkland. The landform
is steeply sloping, being the eastern valley slope of the river Torridge, and is only visible
from the opposing slope, as there are no roads within this part, nor footpaths except at
the extreme southern end. Parkland trees within pastoral farmland are visible from
nearby roads in LDU 680, but the only settlement is concealed from view.
Key Characteristics
Steep valley slope bordering river Torridge
Dominant deciduous woodland
Pastoral farmland with regular field pattern
Parkland
Absence of highways or footpaths
Inaccessible
Overall Condition Statement
Good
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Very high
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 704

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy gleyed soils
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU is bound to the west, north and east by river valleys and to the south by
steeply sloping ground. It consists mainly of gently rolling to undulating wooded
farmland, with a damp central area around two streams which is flatter and of a more
open, moorland character (Hatherleigh Moor), a pattern which is repeated at
Langabeare Moor and Preston Moor to the south. Generally the area is very wellwooded, with significant blocks of broadleaf woodland or conifer plantations which,
together with the variable field pattern, combine to create a fairly large-grained
landscape. As many small woods and copses follow watercourses in small valleys,
woodland cover tends to even out the contours and reduce landform variation.The only
large settlement is Hatherleigh, which lies against the western boundary and is
associated with a crossing of the river Lew. From here major and minor roads radiate
out, with a little roadside development on Hatherleigh Moor, typical of former
commonland or moorland, and isolated farms and cottages elsewhere. Fishleigh Castle
lies in the northern part of the LDU, well concealed from view by woodland, and
Broomford Manor, to the west of Jacobstowe, has extensive ornamental grounds and
woodland.
Key Characteristics
Rolling uplands with central flat moorland area
Pastoral farmland with many woods
Mixed woodland, with some conifer plantations
Variable field pattern and size, with hedgebanks and mature oaks
Variety of roads, usually curving rather than winding
Single large village, one hamlet and several large private houses
Large-grained landscape
Overall Condition Statement
The cultural integrity of this LDU has been diluted, so that the moorland and settled
common aspects are not dominant but rather locally distinctive. However, all appears to
be well managed and, overall, has the character of sparsely settled pastoral farmland
with woods.
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 705

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
River valley
Ground Type
Dry meadowland
Settlement
Meadowland - small farms
Land Cover
Secondary wooded pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of an extensive valley floor containing three rivers: the Lew, Okement
and part of the Torridge. All are of similar proportions, being fairly narrow flat valley
bottoms, with shallow slopes rising into adjoining areas. Land use is predominantly
pastoral cultivation, with many old watermeadows and much medieval or post-medieval
field pattern. Other uses are also occasionally present - there is a little arable, orchards
and ornamental grounds, as well as most of a historic settlement and a sewage works.
There are many river crossings, mainly on minor roads but with one A-road crossing
between Jacobstowe and Exbourne on the Okement. Above Okehampton there are fewer
crossings and the river corridor is much narrower than elsewhere. These are very rural
river corridors, the watercourses fringed with riparian trees, with organic pasture fields
alongside and hedges dividing the variably sized fields. The general impression is of
openness, although summer vegetation is likley to create a sense of enclosure.
Key Characteristics
Flat valley floor
Rivers are dominant features
Pastoral cultivation with many old watermeadows
Occasional orchards, parklands, settlement and utilities
Watercourses fringed with riparian trees
Narrow floor with shallow slopes in adjoining areas
Many river crossings but no roads along length of valley floor
Overall Condition Statement
Good, but note occasional change that could be resisted to strengthen and conserve
character
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 709

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy gleyed soils
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Estate pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of a strong and clearly defined large-scale mix of woodland and
farmland on rolling terrain. The farmland is mainly in pastoral cultivation, while the
woodland consists of two very large conifer plantations and a number of smaller
deciduous woods and many roadside copses, augmented by many hedgerow trees and
tree rows on low banks. The settlement pattern is very sparse and typical of
commonland enclosure, following the road layout and with neither villages nor hamlets.
There appears to be little older development, most houses being of 19th or 20th century
construction, of rendered brick and slate construction. The LDU is well supplied with
roads which, while narrow, are perhaps less winding than most minor roads within the
West Devon area. Beech is a prominent species on the lower slopes and in tree rows,
and there is wet pasture on lower slopes, indicative of the many small streams in this
poorly-drained LDU.
Key Characteristics
Rolling uplands
Well defined mix of pastoral farmland and woodland
Small number of large conifer plantations and many small deciduous woods and copses
Many streams, often concealed by woodland
Pasture fields are dominant, with some horse pasture and smallholdings locally
Sheep pasture is dominant agricultural land use, with some horse pasture and
smallholdings locally
Many hedgerow trees and treed field boundaries, with some low cut hedgebanks
Mainly large regular field pattern, with some curving boundaries
Sparse settlement pattern with unremarkable isolated houses along or set back from
roads
Winding narrow lanes
Beech on lower slopes, grading to wet pasture
Large-scale pattern
Open landscape with views out not obscured by trees or hedgebanks
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

Overall Condition Statement
Fair to good, with many sturdy hedges well maintained and long-established tree rows.
Woodland appears well managed.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Low

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 710

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This very small LDU consists of a line of three small hills which unite to form a very
undulating small ridge, through which the A30 passes with maximum impact. The
historic field pattern is of medium size fields in pastoral cultivation defined by a regular
pattern of low or medium hedgebanks, often with hedgerow trees. Beech and oak are
the most common species, with holly, gorse and ferns in the banks, where exposed
stone is seen at road junctions. There is only one farm in the LDU - a small granite
building with stone farm buildings with corrugated metal roofs - but several minor
roads, either parallel to the A30 or curving lazily away from it. The LDU has a very open
aspect, with clear views of Dartmoor and all other directions.
Key Characteristics
Small undulating ridge or group of small hills
Open pastoral farmland
Hedgebanks with some hedgerow trees
Medium scale regular field pattern of medieval origin
Major road (A30) impact
Minor roads in lazy curves or parallel to A30
Very sparse settlement -small granite farm with corrugated tin roof to farm buildings
No woodland
Overall Condition Statement
Fair
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 732

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
This small LDU, fringed by the rivers Wolf and Thrushel and the A30 dual carriageway, is
chiefly conspicuous for a rounded open dome in its western half. This slopes down in all
directions to a mix of pasture and woodland, with several mixed plantations as well as
deciduous woodland along small streams. The eastern half is more settled, with isolated
farms set off from the straight sparse road network down long tracks, which has the
effect of making the area appear even less settled. There is a recreational area - a
'steam village' - at the western end.
Key Characteristics
Small dome separated from wider landscape by small river valleys
Pastoral farmland with scattered woods and plantations
Sparsely settled, with farms concealed down long tracks
Rolling, with views across rivers from high ground
Sparse road network
Remote and rather isolated
Overall Condition Statement
Small former orchard. And small loss of woodland to farmland.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 733

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
About two-thirds of this LDU lies within West Devon District, with a small portion lying to
the north west of the A30, from where it slopes gently southwards towards the
confluence of the rivers Lyd, Thrushel and Wolf at Tinhay (LDU 745), with minor
undulations towards the river valley. This LDU has Lifton as its focal point, a riverside
settlement just above the floodplain.This consists of a 20th century settlement edge
around a core of pastel-coloured 19th century stone cottages and houses and more
imposing 18th century civic buildings. Stone is the dominant building material, present
in many boundary walls as well as mainly 18th century buildings, with slate the universal
roofing material. Above the settlement pastoral farmland is set in a pattern of very low
hedgebanks, with some hedges and hedgerow trees as well as many tree rows, and some
small woods. The farmland towards the northern edge has a rather remote feel, with
several no-through roads and very few houses. The isolated farms are of stone with a
collection of farm buildings, occasionally with crinkly tin roofs.This fairly small LDU
contains three areas of parkland/gardens, plus the woodland associated with Lifton
Park, and metal estate fencing also underpins an estate character locally. The road
network is very variable, with the A30 along the northern edge and narrow winding lanes
elsewhere, often with narrow verges and ditches.
Key Characteristics
Rolling slopes above valley of Wolf and upper Tamar
Pastoral farmland with some woodland
Large village just above floodplain
Isolated stone farms elsewhere
Dense tree rows and trees on low hedgebanks act to filter longer views
Sparse road network away from major road and no-through roads add to remoteness of
hinterland
Overall Condition Statement
Restore orchards where possible. Retain small areas of rough ground and wet pasture.
Prevent extension of village further up slope, where visible over a wider area.
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 734

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock vales & valleys
Ground Type
Loamy gleyed soils with wet patches
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of the flat valley floor of the upper river Thrushel, dominated by the
A30, whether on elevated section or in cutting. The valley floor is narrow, the river and
its feeder streams often edged with trees and seldom a prominent element. The
landform change to the adjoining LDU to the north is very clear, with its wooded slope a
strong enclosing visual element. Land use is a mix of improved and wet unimproved
pasture and rough ground, with gorse and rush prominent species, in a medium to large
irregular field pattern. Towards the eastern end of the LDU the valley opens out, with
larger pasture fields and few hedgerow trees, giving a more open character. The large
block of conifer plantation at Ebsworthy Moor and small areas of mixed woodland
elsewhere help to screen the A30, but the conifers in particular are a visual and
biodiversity intrusion. Oak is the dominant species, found on hedgebanks and in tree
rows, often as mature specimens, although there is also amenity planting in strips and
copses, possibly as screening for the A30, and some beech, ash and silver birch. There is
very little settlement, only isolated farms with stone or cob barns, with crinkly tin
roofs.The sparse road network consists of meandering minor roads crossing the valley,
with the obvious exception of the A30, which significantly affects tranquillity with
constant traffic noise. As minor elements, metal gates and wooden fencing appear to be
related to changes wrought by the construction of the A30, while occasional double
hedgebanks with trees on the field side, and the roadside copses, hint at former
common land.
Key Characteristics
Flat open river valley
River and tributary streams edged with deciduous woodland and trees
Pastoral farmland, with a mix of improved, unimproved and rough ground
Several small areas of woodland and one large conifer plantation
Mainly unsettled - just a few isolated farms
Road network of minor lanes crossing river valley
Dominated by A30
Overall Condition Statement
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

Fair to good.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Low

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 735

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
This high, open LDU is surounded by river valleys on three sides and rolls gently down to
them from a narrow flat central ridge through a series of shallow valleys and rounded
hills. From the straight, wide spine road there are extensive views in all directions over
the shallow river valleys to the steeper slopes beyond. Side roads tend to be more
meandering and narrow. This is a very settled LDU, with much roadside development of
various ages, from the 18th century onwards, generally small scale and scattered, with
clusters at road junctions, and some larger country houses set back from the road,
occasionally with small parklands. Frequently these clusters are set back from the road
behind a strip of former common land, and the roadside copses and wide verges are also
indicative of this former use, the latter occasionally now planted with young trees.
Building materials are either stone or render (sometimes over stone?) with slate roofs
for houses and tin roofs for farm buildings. Render is more common for recent
development, which tends to be of the same scale and general design as older housing,
although more frequently painted in pastel colours.The pastoral farmland is in a
variable, generally regular medium pattern defined by low hedgebanks with few
hedgerow trees, with significant areas of rough ground, rush pasture, gorse scrub and
woodland on lower slopes, grading to open rounded hilltops. Beech is a common species
on hedgebanks and as a hedgerow tree. The collection of settlement along the spine
roads contrasts with the general paucity of settlement eleswhere, where it is confined
to isolated houses and farms.
Key Characteristics
High, open rolling landform with extensive views
Pastoral farmland with rough ground, scrub and wet pasture on lower slopes
Extensive woodland in some areas, elsewhere confined to shallow stream valleys
Very settled along central spine road, with isolated houses and farms elsewhere
Wide verges, roadside copses and settlement indicative of former common land
Straight central road and meandering side roads
Beech hedgebanks, oak hedgerow trees
Small ancient villages and hamlets
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

Overall Condition Statement
Generally good. Note loss of orchards, some extensive, as at Millaton, Laigh and Hayne,
and the retention of just three small areas, and the presence of a small industrial areas
near Lobhillcross.Conserve small area of medieval strip fields and remaining orchards.
Well maintained verges, ditches and banks.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 736

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock lowlands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU is a small interfluve between the arms of the rivers Lew and Lyd and their
confluence north of Chillaton. It is set above the river valleys but is considerably lower
and flatter than the two adjoining LDUs to the east - 460 and 855. It consists of open
pastoral farmland with very little woodland, with roadside settlement of clustered farms
and farm buildings, all in stone, with stone also present in boundary walls, gateposts, as
vertical facings to hedgebanks and within pasture fields. The field pattern is very
regular, formed by hedgebanks of varied heights, with hedges of beech or oak but with
few hedgerow trees.
Key Characteristics
Gently rolling and sloping valley side
Pastoral farmland with few woods but hedgerow trees
Settled with clustered farmhouses at roadside
Intermediate areas between river valleys and ridges
Network of fairly straight narrow lanes; no footpaths
Enclosed by wooded higher ground
Overall Condition Statement
Conserve/restore orchards and park/garden, wet pasture
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Low
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

Tranquility

Very high

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 737

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock lowlands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This small straggly LDU consists of rising ground sloping up from the river Lyd (LDU
745), without riverside character. Rather it consists of pastoral farmland, in a medium
scale sub-regular pattern defined by slightly overgrown hedges on stone-faced banks.
These are often tall and, together with the sunken lanes found throughout, contribute to
a sense of remoteness and secrecy. Stone is apparent throughout in buildings and
boundary walls, whether within the low-lying village of Chillaton or the hilltop hamlet of
Marystow, whose church tower is locally prominent. Around Chillaton Court/Burns Hall
the field pattern is regular and quite large, while around Chillaton and in the east of the
LDU the field pattern is very small. There is a dense highway network of narrow,
straightish lanes, from which there area few fviews out. The mix of red and grey tones
in the local stone lends some warmth to the settlements, within which there are some
20th century bungalows and houses.
Key Characteristics
Pastoral farmland with trees
Very little woodland, but enclosed by roadside banks
Very settled, with one large village and a hamlet
Soft sub-regular field boundaries of a medium scale, except where very small
Stone apparent throughout LDU in houses, farm buildings and hedgebanks
Remote
Overall Condition Statement
Hedges tend to be slightly overgrown, which may be seasonal. Stone facings to banks
may require attention locallly
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Low
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

Tranquility

Moderate

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 738

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock lowlands
Ground Type
Loamy gleyed soils with wet patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of gently sloping pastoral farmland on a valley side. It contains no
woodland, although tree rows and parkland provide some vertical elements. The
variable field pattern is generally small, defined by low hedgebanks in an irregular
pattern except north of Wortham Manor. There is very little settlement and no public
roads within the LDU, which is contained by the landform of adjoining areas.
Key Characteristics
Gently sloping pastoral farmland
No woodland
Variable field pattern defined by tree rows and low hedgebanks
Very little settlement
No public roads - private access only to isolated farms or manor house
Park/garden around Wortham Manor
Overall Condition Statement
Good. Retain small area of rough ground. Conserve park/garden.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 739

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
Athis LDU consists of undulating hill slopes to north and south towards river valleys.
Land cover is a mix of pastoral farmland and mixed plantations, with some unimproved
pasture, wet pasture, arable and rough ground, distributed unenvenly. This is an open
areas, with mainly low, wide hedgebanks and tree rows defining a small semi-regular
field pattern. Local details include stone gateposts and field entrances, with concrete
posts and wire fencing used locally. The settlement pattern is of a few farm clusters,
with small scale stone and slate buildings. The road network is well spaced and there
are few footpaths. The loss of several orchards suggests a change of cultivation in the
recent past.
Key Characteristics
High, open, undulating and sloping
Pasture and woodland, with small areas of arable and wet pasture.
Mainly small to medium sub-regular fields, much larger locally
Generally low hedgebanks without trees - some tree rows without banks
Stone gateposts and walls around field entrances
Small white-painted stone houses in tiny hamlets or farms
Wide winding roads with verges
Overall Condition Statement
Possibly declining - note large field size on western edge, which does not reflect
cultural pattern. Restore orchards where possible, retain existing orchard, wet pasture
and rough ground.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

High

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 741

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy gleyed soils with humic patches
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Planned wooded farmland
Overall Character Statement
Oak is the dominant species in the roadside copses that edge the narrow lanes
meandering across this open, gently rolling or flat landscape of unenclosed moorland
and pastoral farmland. Blocks of mixed plantations and linear deciduous copses along
the many streams frame the extensive views. This is a fairly empty landscape, with a
scattering of isolated houses or small hamlets hinting at the enclosure of former
common land but dominated by the wet, unenclosed moorland. This lacks trees but is
covered with rough grass and scrub - wild areas within the more tamed pasture and
woodland around its better drained edges. Rush pasture in these areas serves as a visual
and biodiversity link to the wilder areas. Highampton is the only historic settlement,
while Hatherleigh appears to have spilled across the river Lew on the eastern boundary
with an area of modern settlement. Elsewhere houses are small, pre-20th century,
usually rendered with slate roofs, with more modern farm buildings, often with crinkly
tin roofs, lending a more temporary air to these structures.
Key Characteristics
Flat to rolling wet upland
Pastoral farmland with rough ground and dispersed woodland
Large areas of unenclosed wet moorland
Mixed woodland in plantations with deciduous roadside and streamside copses
Dispersed settlement pattern of small render and slate houses
Long views from this high, open area
Meandering lanes with wide verges and ditches
Overall Condition Statement
Good
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 743

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of an extensive, widespread group of small stream valleys running
down from narrow ridges, with a sloping and undulating landform. The landcover is a
mix of pastoral farmland and woodland, with a pronounced, clear and characteristic
gradation from wooded valley floor, through rough ground, rush pasture and gorse scrub
on lower slopes to open pasture or conifer plantations on the upper slopes.These latter
serve to blur the boundary with and landform change to the flatter ridge of LDU 793.
This is an open area, with long views in all directions, where these are not limited by
the tall roadside hedgebanks, often with mature oak or beech. Where these are oaks,
regularly spaced and even aged, they give an estate farmland character locally,
although beech is the dominant species. The settlement pattern is dispersed, with
isolated houses and farms and one village - Bratton Clovelly. Houses may date from the
17th century (there is a little 20th century infill and occasional isolated house of this
period) and are generally of stone with slate roofs. Frequently they are painted in pastel
shades, and there is a little thatch on cottages in Bratton Clovelly, whose stone church
tower is a local landmark. The road network consists of narrow lanes, generally gently
winding rather than straight, often with ditches alongside and very tall hedgebanks.
Key Characteristics
Sloping undulating landform
Series of small stream valleys throughout extensive area
Mix of pastoral farmland and woodland
Deciduous woodland on valley floors, with mixed and conifer plantations on upper slopes
Variable field pattern defined by low hedgebanks
Roadside banks can be high (over 4m), with many hedgerow oak or beech trees
Dispersed settlement pattern of isolated houses and farms, with one village
Stone and slate are most common buildings materials, with a little thatch locally
Overall Condition Statement
Good
Sensitivity*
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 744

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
River valley
Ground Type
Dry meadowland
Settlement
Meadowland - small farms
Land Cover
Secondary wooded pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU is a very clear, simple expression of its landform and land cover, consisting of
a narrow, flat valley floor containing a river and extensive watermeadows, contained by
the steeply sloping wooded valley sides of the adjoining LDUs to east and west. There is
no settlement and neither roads nor footpaths, so this is a very tranquil, remote area.
Key Characteristics
Flat river valley floor
Confined by steep densely wooded valley slopes
Watermeadows throughout
No settlement
No highway network
No footpaths
Overall Condition Statement
Excellent
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

Tranquility

Very high

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 745

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
River valley
Ground Type
Dry meadowland
Settlement
Meadowland - small farms
Land Cover
Secondary wooded pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of the upper reaches of the river Tamar, its tributary the river Lyd and
the lower reaches of the rivers Lew, Wolf and Thrushel. These valleys are generally
meandering, narrow and steep sided, often enclosed by woodland on the river's edge
and on the slopes. Exceptions are the more open valley floor of the Lyd before its
confluence with the Lew, which contains wet pasture, the historic settlement at
Sydenham, downstream of the confluence, and the confluence with the rivers Thrushel
and Wolf at Tinhay, where there is a large settlement and industrial complex. There are
many crossing points, usually with old, narrow stone bridges, usually with at least one
stone cottage set on the slope above the floodplain. At Sydenham there is a complex of
buildings around the bridge and ford, and atTinhay there is considerable settlement in
the floodplain. Buildings are of stone with slate roofs. The narrow areas to either side of
the river channel contain wet pasture with riparian trees and individual trees such as
oak and hawthorn, the edging vegetation reading more strongly in the wider landscape
than the watercourse. There is a noticeable level change to the adjoining LDUs where
this is not covered by woodland.
Key Characteristics
Narrow flat valley floor
Rivers enclosed by riparian trees
Small unimproved pasture or rough ground, with individual oaks or thorn
Floodplain settlement
Ancient stone bridges
Steep wooded slopes of adjacent areas create intimate character
Overall Condition Statement
Good except at Tinhay. Conserve orchards and watermeadows, as well as unimproved
wet pasture; restore lost orchards. Conserve stone bridges. Resist further development
within floodplain and consider visual impact of development in adjoining LDUs.
Sensitivity*
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 746

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of steeply sloping land along the east bank of the river Tamar,
southwards from Bawcombe (north of Greystone Bridge) to Luckett. The undulating
terrain is mainly covered with pastoral farmland, with occasional areas of wet/rush
pasture, but there are two significant areas of coniferous woodland on the steepest
slopes near the Tamar, with pockets of deciduous woodland along minor stream valleys.
The cultural pattern is fairly unified, mainly post-medieval fields, with small areas of
barton fields and strip fields. The pattern of medium to large regular fields is defined
mainly by shaggy hedges or tree rows, with some tall hedgebanks but few hedgerow
trees, although there are some roadside copses of beech or oak. Around settlements
the field pattern tends to vary, being often very small and irregular. The settlements
are clustered in villages or hamlets, such as Milton Abbot and Sydenham Damerel, with
tile-hung houses, unified by the use of stone and slate throughout, with isolated large
18th and 19th century farms and cottages elsewhere or small ancient stone hamlets such
as Horsebridge, clustered around an ancient stone bridge at a river crossing. Although
the minor roads are quite wide, they are very winding. Views out over the steeply
sloping terrain are filtered by tree rows, with views over the Tamar gorge to LDUs on
the other side of the river. The relics of former mining activity are generally well
screened by vegetation, with only occasional chimneys providing a distinct visual
reminder.
Key Characteristics
Steeply sloping valley side of river Tamar
Mix of pastoral farmland and mixed woodland and plantations
Medium to large fields defined by shaggy hedges and tree rows
Stone settlements clustered in villages and hamlets, with some isolated farms
Winding lanes with views out filtered by vegetation
Relics of former mining activity
Overall Condition Statement
Good. Retain orchards and enlarge where possible. Conserve strip fields.
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 747

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Impoverished soils
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient wooded farmland
Overall Character Statement

This long narrow LDU forms part of the east bank of the river Tamar and extends east
from Lamerhooe, along a small tributary valley to Foghanger via Collacombe Down and
Culverhill, then south along the Tamar to the southern edge of Maddacleave Wood, east
of Calstock on the opposite side of the river. It is thus the steepest section of the Tamar
valley, where it runs through a granite ridge, and is predominantly covered in deciduous
woodland, much of it Ancient Woodland, with some smaller areas of conifer plantation.
These woods are interspersed with improved pasture fields on the upper valley slopes,
where it is more open, with unimproved pasture, rough ground and scrub on some
steeper slopes. These fields are defined by tree rows or low banks, with beech the most
distinctive species. Within the woodland there is much evidence of former mining
activity, with several mines: Wheal Maria, Wheal Emma, Wheal Josiah and Wheal Fanny
and the cottages associated with Wheal Maria, grouped together and other mining
activity around Culverhill. There are also disused quarries, a sawmill and industrial
complexes at Morwellham Quay and in Maddacleave Wood. Settlement is sparse, set
away from the steepest slopes, and consists of isolated stone farms and cottages, often
dating from the 18th century, but with a little 20th century housing also.
Key Characteristics
Very steep river gorge
Densely wooded
Mainly deciduous woods (much Ancient Woodland) with some conifer plantations
Pastoral farmland with much wet pasture and scrub in tributary valley
Tree rows a more common boundary than hedgebanks
Isolated farms and cottages, with some relics of mining period
Sparse road network and limited footpath network at southern end.
Overall Condition Statement
Good
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 748

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock lowlands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of a small rolling lowland plain in a loop of the river Tamar, remote
and secret, accesssed only via a private track. The pastoral farmland also contains a
farmhouse with mining connections, farm buildings and a boatyard. The farmland has a
strong regular field pattern outlined by low hedges or stone-faced hedgebanks, with
trees confined to around the buildings or in two small pockets of woodland.There are
magnificent extensive views of the river and the Cornish bank of woodland and farmland
and a good mix of local plant species, including holly, ash, oak and narcissi.
Key Characteristics
Small rolling plain in loop of river Tamar
Enclosed by steep wooded slopes on opposing side of river
Pastoral farmland, farmhouse and boatyard
Very regular field pattern defined by hedges and low stone-faced banks
Trees only around settlement and in two pockets of woodland
Extensive views over river landscape
Remote and secret
Overall Condition Statement
Good.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Low
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

Tranquility

Very high

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 749

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Marine levels
Ground Type
Saltmarsh
Settlement
Meadowland - small farms
Land Cover
Open pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of the flat floor of a river loop, now in pastoral cultivation, with a
fringe of reedbed and saltmarsh against the water's edge - there is also grazed saltmarsh
below the floodbank which prevents tidal incursions. There is a tiny stone-faced harbour
and many boats, with bits of scrub, elm, buddleia and gorse on the floodwall, but no
settlement, public roads or footpaths. The LDU is enclosed by the steep wooded valley
slopes across the river and the lack of access or settlement contributies to its secret,
remote atmosphere, enhanced by the magnificent river views in all directions.
Key Characteristics
Small area of pasture, reedbeds and saltmarsh in loop of river
Contained by wooded slopes of opposite valley side
Remote, simple, flat landscape
No woodland or trees
No settlement but elements of boatyard
Overall Condition Statement
Good
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Very high

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 750

LCT No 4B

LCT Name Unsettled marine levels

Physiography
Marine levels
Ground Type
Intertidal sands
Settlement
Unsettled wildland
Land Cover
Open wildland
Overall Character Statement
Flat tidal river valley with extensive mudflats and wetlands, contained by rising
landform between the two rivers ( and on opposing banks). Bordered by farmland and
woodland with very limited road access, so tranquil and undisturbed, with boat use
during good weather adding movementand small quays adding local interest. Good views
to Cornish bank and of Tavy railway bridge. Some saltmarsh and reedbed in the
northern section of the Tavy. The river in the adjoining LDU is a significant element
even at low tide, when the mudflats glisten with water and contrast with the areas of
saltmarsh and the small boats bobbing at anchor within the river channel. The vertical
stone flood defences around the small harbours (LDU 457) provide a distinct hard
element and geometry contrasting with the natural, organic character of this LDU. Not
all of the LDU lies within WDD and the area outside has an industrial edge (Warren
Point), south of the Tavy confluence.
Key Characteristics
Flat river valley with extensive mudflats and saltmarsh
Abuts rivers Tamar and Tavy to either side of their confluencePeaceful
Contained by wooded slopes and pastoral farmland on valley sides
Absence of settlement or highway network, but anchorage for many small boats
Tidal ford at northern end of Tavy
Railway bridge near confluence and footpath along part of northern bank of Tavy
Tranquil
Overall Condition Statement
Excellent
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Very high
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 753

LCT No 2D

LCT Name Moorland edge slopes

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
Almost half of this LDU lies outside the West Devon district, and this southern half is less
settled and more remote than the northern half, which is more extensive than the
rather narrow section below the AONB boundary, near Milton Combe. The whole LDU
slopes down to the river Tavy to the west from the boundary with Dartmoor and consists
of a small rolling upland plateau with a moorland edge/commonland character. The
focus of the northern part is the settlement of Buckland Monachorum, an ancient
settlement of stone houses and cottages set within narrow winding streets. Crapstone
nearby is similar, but with more 20th century housing, while Buckland Abbey is a
National trust property open to the public; lodges in the southern half are indicative of
(former) parkland. The clusters of settlement are set within a regular pattern of
medium scale pasture fields, mainly unimproved, with a distinct moorland edge
character due to the lack of woodland, tree rows or hedgerow trees. Roads are in a
dense network, mainly radiating out from Buckland, and are very winding, whether
narrow or wide, often with verges or between tall banks. These are generally low and
wide, frequently with a vertical stone facing, often concealed by vegetation. This
paucity of vegetation permits long views across to the valley of the river Tavy to the
west.
Key Characteristics
Gently rolling upland plateau sloping away from Dartmoor towards Tavy valley
Unimproved pasture farmland
Low, wide hedgebanks with few hedgerow trees and almost no woodland
Sparsely settled but with two villages in northern half
Extensive road network of narrow lanes
Long views in all directions
Overall Condition Statement
Good - good barn conversions.
Sensitivity*
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 754

LCT No 2D

LCT Name Moorland edge slopes

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Impoverished soils
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
Gently rolling upland area to south of Dartmoor above northern edge of Plymouth,
mainly mixed farmland (with pasture dominant) with wooded plantations and with mixed
uses along southern edge indicative of urban expansion. Mixed field pattern and field
sizes, (indicative of rationalization of field boundaries) with a sparse settlement pattern
of hamlets and farms, except the settlement associated with the Bickleigh barracks.
Fairly sparse road network with one A road and some straight minor roads. Treed
roadsides with verges and footways, with medium low hedges as field boundaries and
few hedgerow trees. Long views to Dartmoor, Plymouth and, in west, over river Tavy.
Key Characteristics
Gently rolling upland
Mixed farmland with plantations and copses
Open, with some long views over low, treeless field hedges
Sparsely settled except along southern edge
More development along southern boundary with Plymouth city
Overall Condition Statement
Well maintained but inherent character interrupted and severely threatened. Generally
intact where not industrial/military. Little obvious evidence of former common land possibly all now plantation, so inherent character rather lost.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Very high

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 756

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with impoverished
patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of a narrow north-south trending rolling plateau with sides sloping
towards the Tamar and Tavy valleys to west and east. It extends from Willestrew Park,
south of Chillaton, southwards to include Bere Alston in the Bere Peninsula, which is the
largest settlement. This consists of a core of stone and slate houses with some 20th
century render and tile bungalows around the edge, quite visible within the local
landscape. Elsewhere the settlement pattern is sparse, with isolated houses and farms
in stone and slate set within a regular, small to medium scale pattern of mainly pastoral
cultivation, with small areas of arable, rough ground, orchards, parkland and estate
farmland. There is little woodland, most of it mixed plantations extending up from, and
masking the boundary with, the river valleys to east and west. On the plateau there are
a few linear roadside copses, hilltop beech clumps and relic pine shelterbelts. The road
network consists of a straight road along the spine of the ridge, the B3257, with many
straight lanes coming off it at right angles out to the edge of the ridge, except around
Bere Alston, where there is a dense network of winding narrow lanes, often set below
tall banks. Although some of the roads are sunken, the generally low field boundaries
and the lack of hedgerow trees give an open character to the LDU, with long views
available over the river valleys to east and west.
Key Characteristics
Narrow north-south plateau with gently sloping sides
Gently rolling open pastoral farmland with many additional minor land uses
Regular small to medium field pattern defined by low wide banks
Few hedgerow trees; some copses and woodland, chiefly to edge
Clustered settlement of Bere Alston, crossroads hamlets and isolated farms
Central B-road along spine with many winding minor roads off it
High and open, with long views over river valleys to east and west
Overall Condition Statement
Restore the many fragmented former orchards, conserve existing, plus conserve rough
ground, medieval strip fields, mining heritage
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 757

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
River valley
Ground Type
Dry meadowland
Settlement
Meadowland - small farms
Land Cover
Secondary wooded pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU, half of which lies within Dartmoor, consists of the very narrow flat valley floor
of the upper river Tavy to the north of Tavistock. There is no dominant land use, rather
a variety of uses including school playing fields, parkland, recreational use, trout fishery
and lakes, holiday accommodation and a little roadside suburban settlement, such as
roadside inns. There is no farmland, but the river is largely lined with riparian trees and
there is a small parcel of deciduous woodland. The rough ground that characterises the
LDU in Dartmoor is absent closer to Tavistock. There arer no views within or out of the
LDU, where trees restrict internal visibility and the surrounding landform prevents
longer views in or out. The A386 is a significant element within the LDU but does not
dominate.
Key Characteristics
Very narrow flat valley floor
River occupies most of floor, surrounded by riparian vegetation
Variety of land uses with none dominant
School playing fields, parkland and recreational uses
Very little settlement
Major road along valley
Enclosed and rather claustrophobic
Overall Condition Statement
Poor - there is nothing of the historic character of this LDU remaining
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 758

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
Steeply sloping valley sides of river Tavy, to north and east of Tavistock. Densely
wooded slope with trees and scrub. Land use is a mix of open pasture fields on the
upper slopes, with scrub and woodland on the lower slopes. Field boundaries tend to be
low banks with low hedges and occasional mature hedgerow trees, but much of the LDU
appears to be unenclosed, where woodland sweeps across the slopes. Within this mixed
pattern are other land uses such as extensive school playing fields and grounds and a
quarry with its associated buildings. There is also a little scattered settlement, with
isolated stone and slate buildings. The disused railway with its bridge adds to the urban
edge feel of much of this LDU, contrasting with the area within Dartmoor, where rough
ground is the dominant land cover.
Key Characteristics
Narrow steep valley sides
Mix of pastoral farmland, dense scrub and deciduous woodland
Little settlement, but extensive and dominant school buildings and a quarry
Field pattern of low banks with occasional hedgerow trees
Radiating pattern of highways fanning out from urban centre
Mix of remote wooded slopes and urban-edge land uses
Overall Condition Statement
Declining.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

High

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 760

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of a small area on the western side of Tavistock, consisting of gently
rolling and sloping uplands of large, regular pasture fields with an open downland
character. Field boundaries are sloping turf banks, some very wide with stone facing at
field entrances, or sheep netting with concrete posts. There are some roadside trees,
usually oak, and a few hedgerow trees within the farmland. Settlement consists of
isolated houses and farms, usually of stone and slate, with stone barns. Roads area wide
and straight,usually with wide verges. From this high, open area there are long views.
Key Characteristics
High open pastoral farmland
Low wide banks with well-spaced hedgerow oaks and stone facing
Regular medium-scale field pattern
Sparse pattern of isolated stone farms
Abuts Tavistock to east with no suburban edge
Undulating, with long views
Overall Condition Statement
Conserve parks and gardens. Conserve stone facings to banks and pattern of hedgerow
trees.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 762

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
This long narrow LDU to the west of Tavistock extends south from Lamerton to Shillamill
and consists of the small, fairly open valley of the river Lumburn. It is mainly in pastoral
cultivation, with very little woodland, although there are riparian trees. The field
pattern is regular and medium scale, defined by low banks on the upper slopes, with
tree rows on the lower slopes, which, together with the riparian trees, tend to mask the
valley floor, which is quite clearly defined topographically. The sparse settlement
pattern is focused on river crossings, with Lamerton and Millhill the principal
settlements, although Lamerton is very dispersed, with many buildings along the B3362.
Elsewhere there are isolated clusters or groups of several farm buidlings around a
farmhouse, of mixed ages, both pre and of the 20th century, displaying mainly stone and
slate, but with some white-painted render too. The B3362 crosses the northern part of
the LDU obliquely, with minor winding roads elsewhere along the slopes rather than in
the valley.
Key Characteristics
Sloping valley sides
Quite open and undulating
Pastoral farmland with very little woodland
Regular field pattern defined by wide low banks and tree rows
Settlement at river crossings and along Tavistock road
Mix of old stone houses and 20th century housing
Fairly dense highway network
Overall Condition Statement
Conserve parks and gardens and old watermeadows, and unimproved pasture on lowe
slopes.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

High

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 764

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
River valley
Ground Type
Dry meadowland
Settlement
Meadowland - small farms
Land Cover
Secondary wooded pastures
Overall Character Statement
This very small LDU is the southern expression of the upper Tavy river to the south of
Tavistock, in its urbanised and semi-rural guise before it enters the steeper-sided,
heavily wooded rural valley. In this LDU the valley is more shallow and wider, with little
woodland and a strong urban edge or suburban character, with a little older isolated
settlement, chiefly stone houses and cottages, with stone boundary walls, set within
pasture fields. It extends out from the urban centre at West Bridge into gradually less
settled farmland, ending at Shillamill Bridge with a clear boundary change in landform
and land cover as the valley steepens. Land uses include a caravan park, sports fields
and sewage works, with riparian woodland of willow and other wetland species.
Key Characteristics
Tightly contained small river valley floor
River Tavy edged with wetland species such as willow and alder
Distinct gradation through valley from urban land uses to rural watermeadows
Varied modern land uses in northern section changing to farmland to south
Little settlement and few roads
Contained by landform but more by riparian trees and flanking woodland
Overall Condition Statement
Restore former orchards and conserve old watermeadows.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 766

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
Of this LDU on the south-eastern side of Tavistock, about 50% lies within Dartmoor. It
consists of steeply sloping valley sides in a very small-scale pattern, which flatten out
towards Tavistock, with streams running through the flatter areas. This is a transitional
area, with strong urban edge and moorland edge character, with neither dominant. The
areas of farmland are in pastoral cultivation, with fences as well as stone-faced
hedgebanks and with rough groups of trees as well as small deciduous plantations and
woodlands. The field pattern is subregular and medium scale. Settlement at Whitchurch
is extending out into the farmland and there is little ground between this edge and the
settlement of Middlemoor, on the edge of Dartmoor. There are several large private
houses on this edge, often with mature conifers denoting early 19th century
establishment, and there is an area of parkland/garden against the northern edge,
adjacent to a moorland extension. Parts of this area have a suburban character, with
neat beech hedges, contrasting wih the former parkland to the north, which is walled,
with regularly spaced and even aged oaks around the boundary.
Key Characteristics
Small sloping stream valleys around southern edge of Tavistock
Variably undulating and flatter ground, with some streams
Pastoral farmland with low hedgebanks and trees
Pockets of deciduous woodland and mature oaks in former parkland
Notable conifers in private grounds
School playing fields and much recent housing development
Major road but generally poor local highway network
Relic moorland edge in north
Overall Condition Statement
Restore former orchards where possible (if not lost to development). Retain veteran
trees, especially mature conifers in private grounds and mature oaks around parkland.
Retain areas of rough ground.
Sensitivity*
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 789

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Marine levels
Ground Type
Saltmarsh
Settlement
Unsettled wildland
Land Cover
Open wildland
Overall Character Statement
This very small LDU consists of flat saltmarsh on flat land adjacent to the river Tamar,
opposite Cotehele Quay below Calstock. It is a very simple landscape of saltmarsh and
pasture, lacking settlement, roads of footpaths and screened from the wider landscape
by woodland to the north. The dominant elements are the river and the opposing
riverbank.
Key Characteristics
Flat riverside saltmarsh and pasture
No woodland or boundaries
No settlement
No roads
River and wooded opposite bank are dominant elements
Screened by woodland
Overall Condition Statement
Excellent.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Very high
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Very high

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 790

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
This meandering LDU echoes the course of the river Tamar and lies parallel to it,
forming much of its eastern flank, except where interrupted by lower areas of saltmarsh
or pasture. It slopes dowm from the Bere plateau towards the river to west and south
and offers extensive river views, including the confluence of the Tamar and Tavy and
the Tavy bridge. Land cover is predominantly pasture, but there is much scrub and
unimproved pasture on upper slopes and woodland along shallow stream valleys, as well
as many examples of other land uses, such as orchards, mining heritage and industry,
including boatyards. The settlement pattern reflects the area's mining past, with
clusters of small stone cottages and a few 20th century bungalows, as well as large
private houses and clusters of farm buildings, as do the extensive footpaths and
bridleways. Stone is the dominant building material,although slate is often hung on
north or west facades. The field pattern is very regular and medium scale, often echoing
the landform, with boundaries parallel to and at right angles to the slope. These are a
mix of low hegebanks and tree rows, giving a generally treed look to the local
landscape. Local detail includes stone gateposts and facings to banks at field entrances,
and sheep-grazed orchards.
Key Characteristics
High, open slope above river Tamar
Pastoral farmland with many other minor land uses, including a little arable
Woodland only along shallow stream valleys
Very regular field pattern defined by low hedgebanks and tree rows
Sparse settlement pattern reflecting mining heritage
Stone and slate buildings with some 20th century bungalows
Modern industtrial/leisure land uses
Wide-ranging river views
Overall Condition Statement
Extensive areas of former orchard - restore; conserve existing orchards and market
gardens, as well as mining heritage.
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 793

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy gleyed soils with humic patches
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Planned wooded farmland
Overall Character Statement
The former commonland character of this LDU is demonstrated by a number of elements
that occur throughout: the regular field pattern denoting modern enclosure of rough
ground; the wide verges, double hedges, linear narrow fields, copses and scattered
houses along roads, especially in small groups at junctions; the straightness of the roads
and their location along the centre of each ridge, the lack of hedgerow trees. This is a
high, open, rolling landscape, with extensive views in all directions and Dartmoor
looming to the south. Pastoral farmland is the chief land uses, followed by conifer
plantations. There are a few patches of rough ground and unimproved pasture, and a
few beech clumps, with some farm units set back from the road along short tracks, their
presence often indicated by small groups of conifers. Building materials for houses are
usually stone and slate, with construction dating from the 18th and 19th centuries,
although farm buildings may have crinkly tin roofs. This is a fairly empty, large-scale
landscape, with no villages, in which modern elements such as communications masts
are prominent over the low hedgebanks and past lonely windswept trees. There is a
slight moorland edge character in some places, such as around Thorndon Cross, where
the field pattern becomes larger, trees less frequent and Dartmoor is a looming
presence to the south. Winter colour is provided by beech leaves - the dominant
species, although oak is also common, contrasting with the dark green blocks of conifer
plantations. There is more variety of land use towards Okehampton and Dartmoor, with
a golf course,equestrian centre, plant nursery, hotels and guest houses, although these
are not frequent. The signes for tumuli, barrows and castle sites indicate this
landscape's much older, now visually insignificant, history.
Key Characteristics
Series of linked narrow flat ridges with gently sloping sides
Pastoral farmland with conifer plantations
Regular field pattern of low hedgebanks
Narrow copses and double hedges along roads, with some beech clumps
Linear pattern of scattered small-scale settlement along roads
Beech is dominant species, with oak secondary
Mix of A road and minor roads
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

Overall Condition Statement
Fairly good. Some change locally towards eastern end, and occasional gappy hedge and
use of fencing.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

Tranquility

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 804

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Impoverished humic soils on igneous rocks
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
Most of this LDU lies within the Dartmoor National Park and is not considered here. A
small portion on its northern edge lies outside the park and appears to share the main
characteristics of the LDU while lacking some of its open heathy or moorland aspect. It
has a gently sloping landform with a regular, small-scale field pattern delineated by low
hedgebanks or medium tall tree rows on low banks. Exposed stone is visible in roadside
boundaries. The farmland is in mixed cultivation, with more arable than is commonly
seen in West Devon. There is little settlement, gathered here in a small cluster or
hamlet, but the common building materials are granite and slate, which link the
buildings to the local landscape. They are generally small scale and low and are
unobtrusive, including the caravan park and the former quarry. The lack of roads in this
part is not typical of the LDU in general. The area has an open, even exposed character,
with wide views to the north and over Dartmoor.
Key Characteristics
Sloping farmland on the northern edge of Dartmoor
Mixed pastoral and arable farmland
Regular medium scale field pattern
Mix of low hedgebanks and tall trees on low banks
Exposed stone in roadside boundaries
Copses and many hedgerow trees
Very little settlement
Few roads
Open, even exposed, where there are no hedgerow trees
Overall Condition Statement
Reasonable to fair. Encourage actions to mitigate any negative impacts of arable
cultivation on biodiversity, including less variable field boundaries.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 810

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with impoverished
patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
Only a small part of the LDU lies within West Devon District, and this part is not entirely
typical. It consists of a steep intermediate slope on the northern edge of Dartmoor, with
views out to the north. Landcover is pastoral farmland with small dispersed woods and
there is one small conifer plantation. The field pattern is small and sub-regular, with
some regular fields at the western end, more irregular to the east. Field boundaries are
hedgebanks with ditches but without verges or trees, with holly and hawthorn as the
dominant local species. These banks help, with the woodland, to create a local sense of
enclosure in this mainly open landscape. There is almost no settlement in this part of
the LDU - just a few isolated houses and farms - and no roads, although the A30
separates this part of the LDU from the rest of the District. The underlying geology is
revealed by quarries outside the District boundary, and there is one small disused quarry
at the eastern end of this section.
Key Characteristics
Steeply sloping intermediate landform
Open pastoral farmland with small mixed woods
Deciduous woods and roadside copses and small conifer plantations
Small sub-regular field pattern of hedgebanks with ditches
No roads (in part of LDU within WDD)
Very sparse settlement (in part of LDU within WDD)
Fairly open, although woodland sufficient to provide sense of enclosure locally
Overall Condition Statement
Good.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

High

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 812

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
River valley
Ground Type
Dry meadowland
Settlement
Meadowland - small farms
Land Cover
Secondary wooded pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of a very long narrow flat valley floor, with the narrow river Taw
meandering through it, creating a pattern of irregular meadows and pasture fields
except where the valley is wider and drier. Here the field pattern is larger and more
regular, but defines the same land use. Field boundaries are very low hedges on low
banks and there are many roadside copses, which filter views, although this is a fairly
open LDU. The boundary to adjoining LDUs is not always defined by field boundaries, as
open pasture fields roll from the valley floor up the slope, but the landform is always
apparent. There is little settlement within the LDU, with most just on the edge above
the floodplain, but two settlements intrude into it, at Bondleigh and North Tawton, and
there are small clusters of stone cottages around crossing points (of which there are
several), usually marked by very narrow old stone bridges. This is a surprisingly open
LDU, despite riparian and roadside vegetation, probably with a much more enclosed feel
during the summer months when leaves will more effectively screen views.
Key Characteristics
Flat narrow river floor
Narrow meandering water course of river Taw along lengthy shallow valley
Pasture farmland throughout
Very little settlement - cottages and and extensions of villages at crossing points
Several crossing points, usually via old narrow stone bridges
Roadside copses and very low hedges on low banks
Variable scale generally irregular field pattern
Overall Condition Statement
Very good
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 813

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of open strongly undulating uplands, with a clear field pattern of
regular and irregular fields defined by thick hedgebanks. It is mainly in pastoral
cultivation, with linear copses along streams in shallow valleys and a few small
deciduous woodland blocks on some lower slopes. Hedgerow trees are mainly confined
to lower slopes. This, together with the woodland pattern, creates a rhythm of open
hilltops and slightly more enclosed shallow valleys. The settlement pattern is sparse,
with isolated farms and roadside cottages, usually of fairly recent construction, with a
few small hamlets on sloping ground.There are clear views of Dartmoor to the south,
which balances the confining impression of many hedgebanks, which limit views out
from roads. Beech and holly are prominent species, with several deciduous species oak, ash, hawthorn - also present. Occasional small groups of conifers are usually
associated with settlement.
Key Characteristics
Strongly undulating uplands
Mixed farmland with woods
Mainly pasture with limited arable cultivation
Small deciduous linear woods along streams in shallow valleys
Occasional small blocks of deciduous woodland on lower slopes
Very strong field pattern defined by thick hedgebanks
Mix of regular, medium scale and slightly larger irregular fields
Sparse settlement pattern, mainly 20th century buildings
Open landscape with views from roads blocked by tall hedgebanks
holly and beech are locally prominent species
Overall Condition Statement
Good, except for a few unmanaged hedges, which may be a temporary condition.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 814

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock vales & valleys
Ground Type
Loamy gleyed soils with wet patches
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of gently rolling open pastoral farmland and rough ground, drained by
the river Yeo and several streams, contrasting with adjoining areas which have more
woodland and a more variable landform. Despite the presence of wet pasture, ditches,
ponds, gorse and silver birch, and the use of 'moor' in local place names, moorland
character is subsumed by historic enclosure and pastoral cultivation. There is little
woodland except in the southern part around the river Yeo. In most of the area there
are sparsely scattered small regular blocks of deciduous woodland, which do not affect
the open character of the area. The pasture fields are large, with gently curving
boundaries of low hedgebanks with few hedgerow trees. Settlement is very sparse,
consisting of a few farms, set well back from the very limited road network and not
obvious within the landscape. There is no road network, rather a number of narrow,
straight minor roads entering the LDU from various directions but petering out at
farmhouses rather than providing cross routes. A railway crosses the centre of the LDU
east-west, generally in cutting, so is not intrusive.
Key Characteristics
Open gently rolling pastoral farmland
Flatter than adjoining areas
Wet, with river and many streams, ponds and ditches
Small dispersed pockets of deciduous woodland, except to south around river Yeo
Areas of moorland with much gorse and some silver birch
Very sparse settlement, with only a few isolated farms
Very limited road network, with no through roads
Overall Condition Statement
Good.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

High

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 815

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Soft rock uplands
Ground Type
Sandy brown soils
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of mixed farmland with little woodland on gently rolling to undulating
terrain. The southern half is flatter, with some areas of very small regular fields to the
south of North Tawton, while the northern area is more undulating with a slightly larger,
less regular field pattern. Although pastoral cultivation is the dominant land use, there
is some arable cultivation too. Field boundaries are low, with few hedgerow trees.
Beech and holly are the dominant species. There is one large village, North Tawton,
which has some commercial activity on its western side, possibly linked to its location
above a crossing of the river Taw. Elsewhere the pattern is rather less sparse than in
surrounding LDUs, with some limited commercial land uses amid the isolated houses and
farms. The general character is of an open, small scale, gently rolling area with little
tree cover and a slightly denser settlement pattern than in surrounding areas.
Key Characteristics
Gently rolling upland
Mixed farmland with psatoral use dominant
Very little woodland - a few small plantations and copses
Low hedgebanks and few hedgerow trees
Small to very small regular to irregular field pattern
Gently winding minor roads and one A road
One large village and more dense but still dispersed settlement pattern of isolated
houses and farms, with a little commercial landuse
Beech and holly are loclly distinctive
An open, gently rolling landscape, more undulating in the northern half
Overall Condition Statement
Good
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 816

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with damp patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
The landform of this LDU is strongly undulating, a form that is somewhat masked by
woodland. Land cover consists of a simple mix of woodland and pastoral farmland, with
very sparse settlement, in a medium-scale pattern of sub-regular field boundaries although the majority of field boundaries are straight, there is a consistent presence of
gently curving boundaries too, which gives a more organic character to the local
landscape. The low trimmed hedgebanks create a strong pattern along the generally
open hilltops, but tree rows are more common in this LDU. Most of the woodland occurs
around the many streams and thus is found in the shallow open valleys and lower slopes,
where it creates an interlocking pattern. The woodland, copses and tree rows combine
to filter and to flatten out the contours in long views, so that the strong undulations of
the landform are perceived more where the narrow winding lanes become steeper, with
taller banks. Oak is the dominant species, but there is also much beech and holly, with
some conifer plantations, generally on the base of slopes. Spreyton is the only village in
this LDU, and is quite prominent in the local landscape, due to the white paint on most
buildings, its location at a high point on the eastern side of the LDU and the presence of
arable cultivation around the settlement. Elsewhere there is a dispersed pattern of
isolated houses and small farms, usually of pre-20th century construction, using stone
with thatch or slate roofs. Although the transport network is mainly of winding minor
roads, the A3124 crosses the areas from south east to north west, and traffic on the A30
is visible and audible at the southern edge, separating a small part of this LDU. Over
much of the area there are views south over Dartmoor, which contributes a slight
moorland-edge element to local landscape character in the southern part of the LDU.
Double hedges with a ditch in the middle and a tree row to the roadside are a common
local feature, especially on the edge of woodland.
Key Characteristics
Strongly undulating uplands
Pastoral farmland with small linear woods and copses
Woodland generally on lower slopes and along stream corridors
Medium sub-regular fields with hedgebanks and tree rows
Double hedges with a ditch and trees to many roadsides
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

Network of gently winding minor roads with ditches and verges throughout
Small scale isolated houses and farms, with one village, generally of pre-20th century
construction
An open, medium scale landscape of pasture fields and small woods
Overall Condition Statement
Generally very good, with a few untrimmed hedges, which may be just a seasonal
variation.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 817

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with damp patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
The southern part of this LDU lies within West Devon District and consists of high open
undulating rounded hills of medium-scale pasture farmland with low regular hedgebanks
and an occasional hedgerow oak. Long views are available in all directions, although
views of the river Torridge are limited by steep landform changes. Settlement is quite
sparse, limited to one small white/grey hamlet with a prominent church tower, mainly
of stone and thatch, with very little 20th century development, a few outlying farms of
a variety of ages, and some larger private houses.The A386 provides a wider (if still
winding) highway than is usual, but there are few other roads.
Key Characteristics
Open undulating uplands sloping to south towards river
Pastoral farmland with small woods and plantations
Semi-regular pattern of medium fields defined by hedgebanks with few hedgerow trees
Hamlets, isolated farms and large private houses
Stone and thatch
Few roads or footpaths
Long views
Overall Condition Statement
Good
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 828

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with impoverished
patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU to the south of Tavistock, and bordering Dartmoor to the east, consists of a
small dome, with stream valleys forming lower ground around its eastern, southern and
western flanks. It is almost entirely pastoral farmland, but with much land given over to
horse pasture. There are also minor elements such as former mining activity and
orchards at Lower Tor, with isolated settlement elsewhere consisting of cottages in
stone or render and slate. There are few hedgerow trees and little woodland, with trees
mainly along roadsides, and the field pattern is generally regular and medium in scale,
perhaps smaller around the Tors.The area is high and open, with clear views of
Dartmoor but with a communications tower dominant locally.
Key Characteristics
Few hedgerow trees, some along roadsides; little woodland
High open domed hilltop with extensive views over Dartmoor and Tavistock
Pastoral farmland and much horse pasture
Slightly woolly hedges with much gorse
Isolated stone cottages
Fairly sparse highway netwoork of narrow winding lanes
Stone-faced hedgebanks and stone gateposts at field entrances
Mining relics locally
Overall Condition Statement
No recent change observed, except perhaps horse pasture, suggesting slight urban edge
pressure. Restore former orchards and conserve existing, as also mining heritage - all
focused on Tor.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 829

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Impoverished soils
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU lies almost entirely within Dartmoor and the small part that lies outside the
National Park boundary against the eastern edge of Tavistock and the absorbed village
of Whitchurch shares its moorland character, providing a strong contrast with the
abrupt urban edge of the settlement. This is open, unenclosed moorland, with sheepgrazed grass interspersed with individual stunted thorn trees and areas of gorse scrub.
Dartmoor ponies and sheep wander about freely and this small area shares two variants
of recreational land use: golf course and extensive footpaths. The boundary of the
national Park is marked by a low stone wall, protected in places by sheep netting or
post-and-wire fencing, with a small area of mature beech woodland beyond.
Key Characteristics
Open moorland used for informal recreation and golf
Sheep-grazed grassland with gorse scrub and individual thorn bushes
No settlement and no roads
Very dense network of footpaths
Golf clubhouse and small area of mature beech woodland
Abrupt edge to settlement in adjoining LDUs
Overall Condition Statement
Excellent. Although a land use such as golf often dramatically changes a local
landscape, here it is well integrated and land management is exemplary, making good
use of the local fauna.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 854

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock high plateau
Ground Type
Humic impoverished soils
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Estate pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of a small high plateau, part of which lies within Dartmoor, with a
gentle slope up to a high point known as The Beacon, where there are several tumuli,
overshadowed by the dramatic landscape of Brent Tor on the edge of Dartmoor. Land
cover is wet pasture. There is a little settlement in the southern part, almost none
elsewhere, and the highway pattern is most unusual - a triangle of intersecting rulerstraight roads along the boundaries of the LDU. There is some woodland, mainly beech,
and beech is the dominant species in roadside hedges. This is a very open, simple,
uncluttered and distinctive landscape.
Key Characteristics
Flat upland pattern
Wet pasture in large fields defined by low treeless banks
Beech is dominant species, although most woodland is coniferous
Very little settlement
Areas of rough ground within recently enclosed farmland
Rigidly geometric highway pattern
Views of Brent Tor on edge of Dartmoor throughout
Overall Condition Statement
Restore former orchard.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Low

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Moderate

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 855

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with impoverished
patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
This moorland fringe LDU is very extensive, skirting the northwestern edge of Dartmoor
and flowing unevenly southwestwards from below Okehampton and, as it extends to the
south, spreading westwards towards the Tamar past Chillaton. There are long views to
Dartmoor and to the south over this gently rolling, open landscape. The LDU has a
slightly larger scale to it than many others in West Devon, despite the small to medium
field pattern, due to its open character, the large rounded hills and larger-scale highway
pattern of straight roads. In some places it is even exposed, with windblown tree rows
and low hedges. Tree rows are generally found on lower slopes or associated with roads,
and in some places it shares the character of the Blackdowns plateaux, such is the
dominance of beech. Pastoral cultivation is the norm, with areas of wet pasture and
fragments of rough ground, with silver birch and gorse indicating the impoverished
nature of local soils. Elsewhere there are small mixed plantations, linear roadside and
triangular copses. There is little settlement, with isolated farms and houses (the latter
often with an attached park or garden - there is an unusually high number of these in
this LDU), several hamlets and clusters of buildings at crossroads. Most buildings predate
the 20th century, and are of stone and slate, although there are some 20th century
bungalows in render and slate and trim farm buildings. Towards its southern edge there
is a transitional character as it becomes more undulating, high and open. Within the Lyd
Valley there is extensive mixed plantation which, together with the steeper landform,
creates a very enclosed character.
Key Characteristics
Sloping moorland edge
Open pasture fields with scattered woods, plantations and roadside copses
Extensive mixed plantations in Lyd Valley
Small to medium scale regular field pattern
Open views over low hedgebanks; few hedgerow trees
Sparse settlement pattern opf isolated farms and small hamlets
Unusually high number of parks and gardens
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

Overall Condition Statement
Encourage improved ecological linkage by extending and linking woods and copses,
retaining linear form; encourage greater use of/conservation of hedgerow trees.
Conserve/restore orchards, conserve parkas and gardens. Retain areas of rough ground
and wet pasture.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

High

Tranquility

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 856

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with impoverished
patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU is a rolling upland plateau on the edge of Dartmoor (part of it lies within the
Dartmoor boundary), of rounded hills and soft clefts, apparently empty except in the
folds of the shallow stream valleys which cross it. Here stone and slate farmhouses and
farm buildings are huddled on the slopes surrounded by hedgerow trees, contrasting
with the unpopulated, open higher plateau within Dartmoor. There is a sparse network
of very narrow, winding lanes, set between tall banks, with cattle as well as sheep
visible within the pattern of generally large, regular fields.
Key Characteristics
Rolling upland plateau with rounded hills
Pastoral farmland with areas of rough ground and recreational use
Woodland only along stream valleys, but many beech rows
Large regular field pattern defined by low banks with few hedgerow trees
Isolated stone and slate farmhouses, occasionally grouped in shallow valleys
Sparse network of sinuous minor roads
High and open, with views to Dartmoor and southwestwards towards rivers
Overall Condition Statement
Good. Conserve parks and gardens and rough ground and ensure conservation of old
farm buildings, or sympathetic conversion where appropriate.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

High

Tranquility

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 858

LCT No 3B

LCT Name Lower rolling farmed and settled slopes

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Impoverished soils
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient wooded farmland
Overall Character Statement
Densely wooded steep slopes of the upper Tavy valley, widening to gently rolling sloping
farmland and woodland on the east bank (but not continuous with) below the tidal dam
at Maristow House. The woodland is extensive, in large blocks of broadleaf or conifer
plantations with areas of Ancient Woodland. The narrow valley floor has wildland rather
than pasture along the banks of the river, which is not a major element in the northern
section. The pastoral farmland is found mainly on the less steep upper slopes and
towards the southern end of the LDU, in large regular or irregular hedged fields with few
hedgerow trees, although roadsides have many trees. The area is generally sparsely
settled with isolated houses and farms, including large country houses in parkland
estates. The former village of Tamerton Foliot, which has been absorbed into Plymouth,
is an uncommon element. Elsewhere along the southern edge there is no direct link
with Plymouth, as separation is afforded by a tributary of the Tavy, with wooded slopes,
whose wetland nature and status as a nature reserve appears to deter development.
Milton Combe is an ancient small stone village (with many houses painted white) with
many stone boundary walls, spreading up the valley side from the valley floor from its
origins around a ford or stream crossing. The highway network is very sparse in the
north, with occasional river crossings across ancient stone bridges (Denham Bridge),
more developed in the south. There are cycle paths but very few footpaths, and stone
railway bridges for the disused railway along part of the upper western edge.
Key Characteristics
Steep intimate wooded upper valley of river Tavy
Open, more rolling eastern flank below tidal dam
Densely wooded with broadleaf and conifer plantations
Pastoral farmland on upper slopes and interspersed in woodland
Gently rolling slope on eastern side of river Tavy
Sparsely settled, except for Tamerton Foliot, which now has urban character
Sparse highway network of narrow, fairly straight lanes
Very narrow valley floor with scrub and wet woodland along riverbank
Overall Condition Statement
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

Generally good, but poor around Tamerton Foliot. Conserve stone walls to roadside,
restore former orchards, retain horticulture and mining heritage. Retain AW and resist
increases in conifer plantations. Conserve rough ground, watermeadows and saltmarsh.
Conserve parkland/ gardens at Buckland Abbey and wildland valley floor. Ensure that
rhododendrons are controlled.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Very high
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU summary
LDU No 407

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Marine levels
Ground Type
Intertidal sands
Settlement
Unsettled wildland
Land Cover
Open wildland
Overall Character Statement
This very long, sinuous, narrow LDU consists of the flat valley floor of the river Tamar in
its various manifestations: upper valley, granite ridge and middle valley. Most of it lies
outside WDD and within Cornwall, as where the river passes through the granite
ridge.The upper valley (Wareham Wood to Luckett/Latchley) is almost entirely
watermeadow, with a small area of post-medieval enclosure - all of which is in pastoral
cultivation, with some riparian vegetation and relics of former mining activity visible
away from the river. Here the valley floor has been partly tamed, with selected mature
oaks along the river's edge providing an ornamental landscape at Bridge Farm (on the
opposite side of the river) amid the pasture fields, and with watermeadows in the bend
in the river between Lucket and Latchley.There is no settlement in this area, although
the adjoining LDU has extensive evidence of fomer industrial activity. Although there
are tracks along the riverside (Endsleigh Drive and Lamerhooe Drive) these have no
public access, and there is no public footpath on the Devon side of the river.
From Morwellham south to South Hooe the valley floor is slightly wider and the river a
more dramatic element within it. This is a more varied area, with much activity around
Calstock, including two summer ferry crossings and a railway crossing, part of the Tamar
Valley Discovery Trail, set within small areas of woodland (including some Ancient
Woodland), industrial complexes at Morwellham Quay and Okeltor (the latter disused,
with settling ponds, the former housing a power station as well as a heritagge museum),
saltmarsh and pastoral farmland with extensive areas of former orchard (North Ward
Farm). At Rumleigh, for example,there is a tiny stone-faced relic quay and woodland
and scrub around a former brickworks, with a chimney visible just to the north. South of
this busy area the river valley again narrows, then widens between North Hooe and
South Hooe to a still wider river edged with tidal areas of mud and sand.
Key Characteristics
Flat valley floor of very meandering river
Confined by steep wooded slopes to both sides
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

Mix of discontinous land uses adds variety to local landscape but dilutes wildland
character
Pastoral farmland and saltmarsh, with pockets of woodland
Active and former industrial complexes
Neither settlement nor roads
Overall Condition Statement
The wildland character of this LDU is compromised and diluted by farmland and
industrial complexes.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Very high
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Moderate

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 456

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock vales & valleys
Ground Type
Loamy gleyed soils
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Secondary woodland
Overall Character Statement
The southern part of this LDU lies within West Devon District, where landform consists of
a gently rolling shallow bowl, framed by woodland on a low ridge to the north which
creates a sense of enclosure. Landcover is a mix of pastoral farmland and small woods,
sufficient to create a wooded overall impression, with areas of rough ground and scrub.
These all help to mask and screen the clay workings which occupy a large proportion of
the area, but which are scarcely visible, even in winter - only the landform appears
modified. This is a small scale landscape of modern enclosure to the south, with small
irregular fields, while much of the restored clay workings are larger, more regular
fields, more like the moorland area beyond the northern boundary. There is no
settlement and no roads - a track leads into the industrial site and doubles as part of the
Tarka Trail long-distance footpath; there is another footpath through pastoral farmland
in the south.
Key Characteristics
Gently rolling landform enclosed by shallow ridge or bowl to north
Pastoral farmland with many small woods
Industrial works largely concealed by woodland and scrub
No settlement
No roads
Footpaths
Overall Condition Statement
The inherent moorland character of this LDU has been significantly modified by clay
extraction and working, but is now in quite good condition as ' undulating upland'.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Low

Visual Sensitivity

Very low

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 457

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock lowlands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU is a small lowland plain set just of the north of the confluence of the rivers
Tamar and Tavy. It consists of open pastoral farmland which grades to saltmarsh along
much of its eastern boundary, with a little deciduous woodland and scattered orchards,
a reflection of the extensive orchards which were once found here. Bere Ferrers is an
historic riverside village, with small stone cottages and 19th century mining terraces set
around a small stone-faced harbour. The field pattern is very regular, defined by low
hedgebanks with tightly-trimmed hedges with a few grown out hedgerow trees. This
area has an ancient, largely unchanged cultural pattern and enjoys extensive views over
the rivers, a beautiful view somewhat moderated by extensive nursery production under
glass on the Cornish bank and pylons.
Key Characteristics
Gently rolling lowland interfluve plain
Framed by confluence of rivers Tamar and Tavy
Contained by rising ground to north
Pastoral farmland with some saltmarsh and orchards
Strong historic field pattern of hedgebanks
Little woodland
Few roads but railway dissects area
One historic village and a few scattered stone farms
Overall Condition Statement
Extensive loss of orchards - promote restoration, and conservation of few that are left.
Conserve historic field pattern, perhaps by promoting interest in it.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Low
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 458

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Marine levels
Ground Type
Saltmarsh
Settlement
Meadowland - unsettled
Land Cover
Open pastures
Overall Character Statement
This small LDU lies against the eastern bank of the river Tamar between Clamoak Quay
and Thorn Point, near the river's confluence with the river Tavy. It is flat, raised
marginally above the mudflats along the riverbank, and is subject to strong tidal
influence. Landcover consists of a sinuous maze of small tidal creeks which separate
baulks of saltmarsh. The area is contained by sloping pastoral farmland around its
landward edges and is distinct from the adjoining riverside, where either the tidal
waters of the river or the glistening mudflats provide a unified, level vista regardless of
the state of the tide, contrasting strongly with the organic pattern created by the mix of
creek and saltmarsh here. The LDU contains neither settlement nor highways, although
there is a footpath along its eastern boundary. From it there are views across the Tamar
to pastoral farmland.
Key Characteristics
Small flat area of riverside creeks and saltmarsh
Borders river Tamar
Strong tidal influence
Contained by psatoral farmland in landward side
Absence of settlement or highways, with footpath along landward edge
Intriguing organic pattern of sinuous creeks between irregular areas of saltmarsh
Overall Condition Statement
Excellent.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Very high

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 459

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of a small, open upland plateau which slopes gradually southwards
towards the river Tamar. It is gently rolling pastoral farmland, with no woodland and
few trees, although there are some tree clumps and copses and trees along roadsides,
where wide verges add interest to the sinuous narrow lanes. The highway network is
dense, with many lanes off the central discontinuous spine roads, where occasionally a
pocket of settlement may be found at a crossroads. The isolated farms are usually of
stone, often with crinkly tin roofs to the farm buildings, and elsewhere there are 20th
century bungalows. Beech is a prominent local species, with some beech rows on high
banks, although ash is also noticeable.There are some footpaths.
Key Characteristics
Small high, open plateau
Slopes southward towards Tamar
All pastoral farmland, with no woodland
Mainly low hedgebanks with few hedgerow trees axcept to roadside
Very little settlement - isolated farms and bungalows
Dense highway network of narrow sinuous lanes with wide verges
Overall Condition Statement
Restore former orchards. Conserve areas of medieval strip-enclosure
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Moderate

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 460

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Humic impoverished soils
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of a steeply sloping hill along the southern edge of the river Lew. It
rises from the edge of the floodplain to a narrow ridge, then falls steeply southwards to
a small stream valley. The ridge and north-facing slope are open pastoral farmland in a
very regular medium to large field pattern, almost unenclosed on Burley Down and
Galford Down and with a few farmhouses scattered along the boundary with the river
Lew. The steeper south-facing slope and both the northeastern and southwestern ends
of the ridge are wooded, mainly covered with mixed plantations although there is one
conifer plantation. Often these woods are edged with beech or mixed deciduous
species, which echo the individual trees and treerows that act as field boundaries,
interspersed with low hedgebanks. Gorse and beech hint at the impoverished soils, as do
the almost unenclosed areas of rough ground at Burley Down and Galford Down.
Settlement consists only of a few farmhouses scattered along the boundary with the
river Lew floodplain, although there are traces of much older former settlement on the
hilltops - a cairn, a motte and bailey associated with an ancient settlement. The road
pattern is sparse, with a single straight minor road along part of both the northern and
southern boundaries, linked by one more winding road across the centre of the LDU.
From these roads there are long views over open hilltops and the river and stream
valleys to north and south.
Key Characteristics
Steeply sloping valley side, ridge and counter slope
Well wooded but with much pastoral farmland
Very regular field pattern
Mixed or conifer plantations, often with a mixed or beech deciduous edge
Isolated farms along boundary with river Lew are only settlement
Sparse highway network of straight minor roads
Rolling open hills and densely wooded lower slopes
Overall Condition Statement
Good. Conserve rough ground and wet pasture, and relic Ancient Woodland features, if
present, such as banks along or within woodland.
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 523

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Planned wooded farmland
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of the densely wooded steep western slope of the river Trone valley.
The valley is very narrow, with a wooded floor, and deciduous woodland is the dominant
land cover. Large regular pasture fields are set among woods on the upper slopes. There
is almost no settlement, with a few houses set around the boundary with the adjoining
uplands and one house at a river crossing point. River crossings are infrequent and
usually consist of a ford, and there are no roads running along the valley, merely steep
winding lanes between tall hedges crossing it. Beech and holly are the locally dominant
species, with pines visible among the mainly deciduous woodland. Although the
landform creates an intimate, enclosed character, the scale of this landscape is
medium large, with extensive areas of woodland and large pasture fields in a regular
field pattern.
Key Characteristics
Steeply sloping river valley side
Densely wooded slopes and very narrow valley floor
Isolated large pasture fields on upper slopes in very regular pattern
Almost no settlement
Near absence of roads, with fords at river crossing points and steep narrow winding lanes
Very contained, intimate landscape
Broadleaf woodland
Beech, holly and pines are dominant species
Overall Condition Statement
Very good
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 667

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Soft rock uplands
Ground Type
Sandy brown soils
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of open rolling uplands in mainly pastoral cultivation, but with more
arable than is common within the District. There is almost no woodland, just a few
roadside copses, and few hedgerow trees, so views such as that to Exbourne church
tower are frequent. The field pattern is mixed, generally small to very small regular or
sub-regular, but with very large fields at the eastern end suggestive of field
amalgamation. There is also a factory here, associated with North Tawton and the
river - an uncommon element in this very rural LDU. The two villages, Exbourne and
Sampford Courtenay/Sampford Chapple are long established with mainly stone houses
with thatch or slate roofs, and there is little 20th century infill or edge development.
Elsewhere isolated farms are typical, usually on private drives off the A3072, which is a
significant highway element. There is an unobtrusive camping and caravan park near
Sampford Chapple. Despite the busy A road and the higher percentage of arable
cultivation, this is a very traditional rural landscape.
Key Characteristics
Rolling uplands with streams
Pastoral cultivation with some arable
Almost no woodland, with a few copses and riparian woodland and wet pasture along
streams
Variable hedgebanks with few hedgerow trees
Holly oak and beech as dominant species
Variable field pattern of small to very small sub-regular fields, much large and more
regular at eastern end
Busy roads through centre of LDU with minor roads crossing
Stone villages, long established
Open large-scale landscape, despite small field pattern
Overall Condition Statement
Not quite as good as most other LDUs, locally, although for the most part it is very good

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 668

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of high gently rolling farmland with woods, steepening towards the
river valley on its western flank. Land cover is mainly pastoral farmland with deciduous
woods, with wet rush pasture on some lower slopes, but there is some arable cultivation
and a little small-scale mixed forestry. The field pattern and scale is generally medium
sub-regular, varying from small to quite large over the LDU, with considerable local
variation south of the main wooded areas. Settlement is dispersed, with a sparse scatter
of small houses and farms, many of which area constructed of local materials: stone
and/or cob with thathc, or tin for the roofs of farm buildings. Bondleigh is the only
clustered settlement - a traditional river crossing settlement partly in the adjoining river
valley LDU, mainly of vernacular construction. The balance of elements changes across
the LDU from east to west, so that the eastern half is more open, with long views
especially to the north and east, while the western half is more enclosed by woodland
and landform.
Key Characteristics
High gently rolling uplands, sloping to the west towards river Taw
Farmland with woods, mainly pastoral cultivation with some arable
Extensive deciduous woodland in western half, with smaller more dispersed woods in east
Mixed height hedgebanks with ditches, few hedgerow trees and no verges
Very winding narrow lanes
Dispersed pattern of small houses and farms, with local materials used in older buildings
High and open with long views in the eastern half, more enclosed by landform and
woodland in western half
Overall Condition Statement
Good
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 678

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy gleyed soils
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Estate pastures
Overall Character Statement
The parts of this LDU that lie within West Devon District consist of rolling land sloping
down from east to west, apparently high (180m AOD max.).This is an open area, with
views over well-trimmed medium height hedgebanks with low hedges. There are
occasional tree rows or tall hedges, but few hedgerow trees. The medium-scale subregular fields, of a rectangular pattern but often with curved boundaries, are of pastoral
farmland. Small deciduous plantations occur infrequently. The LDU is quite settled,
although in those areas within WDD, this settlement consists only of isolated farms and
cottages. The straightish narow lanes often have verges (and occasionally ditches) which
are of variable width, creating the illusion that the lanes are winding and possibly
indicating former use as drove roads.
Key Characteristics
Sloping gently rolling landform
Pastoral farmland with few hedgerow trees
Sub-regular medium scale field pattern
Isolated farms and cottages
Straight roads with curved verges of variable width
Low well-trimmed hedges on medium height hedgebanks
Open, with views over hedgebanks
Overall Condition Statement
Good, with some fencing observed strengthening rather than replacing hedgebanks.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 679

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Impoverished soils
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient wooded farmland
Overall Character Statement
The southern part of this LDU, which lies within West Devon District, consists of a very
steep valley side, densely clothed in deciduous woodland, with quite large areas of
pastoral farmland carved out of the wood at various times, giving it a more mixed
character than the opposing slope. There is a slightly irregular small-scale pattern to the
field boundaries, which appear to cut across the grain of the landscape. There is almost
no settlement and only one road at the southern end of the LDU, so it is remote and
tranquil. The woodland is mainly deciduous, with one extensive conifer plantation at the
northern end of this area.
Key Characteristics
Steep western valley slope of river Torridge
Dense deciduous woodland
Pastoral farmland in mixed pattern of sub-regular fields
Hedgebanks with trees
Almost no settlement
Almost no highways; no footpaths
Overall Condition Statement
Good.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Very high
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 680

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of a gently rolling upland plateau in pastoral cultivation with many
small scattered woods. These are mainly deciduous, but there are also some conifer
plantations. Field boundaries are low hedgebanks with ditches and verges, and there are
areas of regularly spaced and even-aged oaks, which create an estate character
locally.The field pattern is variably sub-regular or irregular, with a variety of sizes,
reflecting the patchwork development and change of farming practice in this area, and
possibly quite small landholdings. Overall this appears to be a large-scale landscape.
The highway network is distinctive, with fairly straight minor roads radiating out from
Monkokehampton, an historic settlement, and one B road linking it to settlements north
and south on the edge of the river Okement. The settlement pattern is also different
from surrounding LDUs, with several small hamlets with churches, as well as isolated
farms. Building materials are usually local, used to construct small stone and thatch
cottages. These elements combine to create an open character of fairly large scale, due
to the paucity of hedgerow trees and the dispersed nature of the woods.
Key Characteristics
Gently rolling upland plateau
Pastoral farmland with many small woods
Mainly deciduous woodland with some conifer plantations
Many streams with wet rush pasture
Low hedgebanks with ditches and verges and local areas of regular hedgerow oaks
Distinctive pattern of dispersed hamlets as well as isolated farms
Single significant historic settlement at river crossing
Radiating highway pattern spreading out from main settlement
Open and large scale landscape
Overall Condition Statement
Good and of long standing. Seek to link some smaller woods to improve ecological
corridors.

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 681

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Impoverished soils
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient wooded farmland
Overall Character Statement
The southern part of this LDU lies within West Devon District, where it consists of a
balanced mix of deciduous woodland and pastoral farmland with parkland. The landform
is steeply sloping, being the eastern valley slope of the river Torridge, and is only visible
from the opposing slope, as there are no roads within this part, nor footpaths except at
the extreme southern end. Parkland trees within pastoral farmland are visible from
nearby roads in LDU 680, but the only settlement is concealed from view.
Key Characteristics
Steep valley slope bordering river Torridge
Dominant deciduous woodland
Pastoral farmland with regular field pattern
Parkland
Absence of highways or footpaths
Inaccessible
Overall Condition Statement
Good
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Very high
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 704

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy gleyed soils
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU is bound to the west, north and east by river valleys and to the south by
steeply sloping ground. It consists mainly of gently rolling to undulating wooded
farmland, with a damp central area around two streams which is flatter and of a more
open, moorland character (Hatherleigh Moor), a pattern which is repeated at
Langabeare Moor and Preston Moor to the south. Generally the area is very wellwooded, with significant blocks of broadleaf woodland or conifer plantations which,
together with the variable field pattern, combine to create a fairly large-grained
landscape. As many small woods and copses follow watercourses in small valleys,
woodland cover tends to even out the contours and reduce landform variation.The only
large settlement is Hatherleigh, which lies against the western boundary and is
associated with a crossing of the river Lew. From here major and minor roads radiate
out, with a little roadside development on Hatherleigh Moor, typical of former
commonland or moorland, and isolated farms and cottages elsewhere. Fishleigh Castle
lies in the northern part of the LDU, well concealed from view by woodland, and
Broomford Manor, to the west of Jacobstowe, has extensive ornamental grounds and
woodland.
Key Characteristics
Rolling uplands with central flat moorland area
Pastoral farmland with many woods
Mixed woodland, with some conifer plantations
Variable field pattern and size, with hedgebanks and mature oaks
Variety of roads, usually curving rather than winding
Single large village, one hamlet and several large private houses
Large-grained landscape
Overall Condition Statement
The cultural integrity of this LDU has been diluted, so that the moorland and settled
common aspects are not dominant but rather locally distinctive. However, all appears to
be well managed and, overall, has the character of sparsely settled pastoral farmland
with woods.
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 705

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
River valley
Ground Type
Dry meadowland
Settlement
Meadowland - small farms
Land Cover
Secondary wooded pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of an extensive valley floor containing three rivers: the Lew, Okement
and part of the Torridge. All are of similar proportions, being fairly narrow flat valley
bottoms, with shallow slopes rising into adjoining areas. Land use is predominantly
pastoral cultivation, with many old watermeadows and much medieval or post-medieval
field pattern. Other uses are also occasionally present - there is a little arable, orchards
and ornamental grounds, as well as most of a historic settlement and a sewage works.
There are many river crossings, mainly on minor roads but with one A-road crossing
between Jacobstowe and Exbourne on the Okement. Above Okehampton there are fewer
crossings and the river corridor is much narrower than elsewhere. These are very rural
river corridors, the watercourses fringed with riparian trees, with organic pasture fields
alongside and hedges dividing the variably sized fields. The general impression is of
openness, although summer vegetation is likley to create a sense of enclosure.
Key Characteristics
Flat valley floor
Rivers are dominant features
Pastoral cultivation with many old watermeadows
Occasional orchards, parklands, settlement and utilities
Watercourses fringed with riparian trees
Narrow floor with shallow slopes in adjoining areas
Many river crossings but no roads along length of valley floor
Overall Condition Statement
Good, but note occasional change that could be resisted to strengthen and conserve
character
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 709

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy gleyed soils
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Estate pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of a strong and clearly defined large-scale mix of woodland and
farmland on rolling terrain. The farmland is mainly in pastoral cultivation, while the
woodland consists of two very large conifer plantations and a number of smaller
deciduous woods and many roadside copses, augmented by many hedgerow trees and
tree rows on low banks. The settlement pattern is very sparse and typical of
commonland enclosure, following the road layout and with neither villages nor hamlets.
There appears to be little older development, most houses being of 19th or 20th century
construction, of rendered brick and slate construction. The LDU is well supplied with
roads which, while narrow, are perhaps less winding than most minor roads within the
West Devon area. Beech is a prominent species on the lower slopes and in tree rows,
and there is wet pasture on lower slopes, indicative of the many small streams in this
poorly-drained LDU.
Key Characteristics
Rolling uplands
Well defined mix of pastoral farmland and woodland
Small number of large conifer plantations and many small deciduous woods and copses
Many streams, often concealed by woodland
Pasture fields are dominant, with some horse pasture and smallholdings locally
Sheep pasture is dominant agricultural land use, with some horse pasture and
smallholdings locally
Many hedgerow trees and treed field boundaries, with some low cut hedgebanks
Mainly large regular field pattern, with some curving boundaries
Sparse settlement pattern with unremarkable isolated houses along or set back from
roads
Winding narrow lanes
Beech on lower slopes, grading to wet pasture
Large-scale pattern
Open landscape with views out not obscured by trees or hedgebanks
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

Overall Condition Statement
Fair to good, with many sturdy hedges well maintained and long-established tree rows.
Woodland appears well managed.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Low

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 710

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This very small LDU consists of a line of three small hills which unite to form a very
undulating small ridge, through which the A30 passes with maximum impact. The
historic field pattern is of medium size fields in pastoral cultivation defined by a regular
pattern of low or medium hedgebanks, often with hedgerow trees. Beech and oak are
the most common species, with holly, gorse and ferns in the banks, where exposed
stone is seen at road junctions. There is only one farm in the LDU - a small granite
building with stone farm buildings with corrugated metal roofs - but several minor
roads, either parallel to the A30 or curving lazily away from it. The LDU has a very open
aspect, with clear views of Dartmoor and all other directions.
Key Characteristics
Small undulating ridge or group of small hills
Open pastoral farmland
Hedgebanks with some hedgerow trees
Medium scale regular field pattern of medieval origin
Major road (A30) impact
Minor roads in lazy curves or parallel to A30
Very sparse settlement -small granite farm with corrugated tin roof to farm buildings
No woodland
Overall Condition Statement
Fair
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 732

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
This small LDU, fringed by the rivers Wolf and Thrushel and the A30 dual carriageway, is
chiefly conspicuous for a rounded open dome in its western half. This slopes down in all
directions to a mix of pasture and woodland, with several mixed plantations as well as
deciduous woodland along small streams. The eastern half is more settled, with isolated
farms set off from the straight sparse road network down long tracks, which has the
effect of making the area appear even less settled. There is a recreational area - a
'steam village' - at the western end.
Key Characteristics
Small dome separated from wider landscape by small river valleys
Pastoral farmland with scattered woods and plantations
Sparsely settled, with farms concealed down long tracks
Rolling, with views across rivers from high ground
Sparse road network
Remote and rather isolated
Overall Condition Statement
Small former orchard. And small loss of woodland to farmland.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 733

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
About two-thirds of this LDU lies within West Devon District, with a small portion lying to
the north west of the A30, from where it slopes gently southwards towards the
confluence of the rivers Lyd, Thrushel and Wolf at Tinhay (LDU 745), with minor
undulations towards the river valley. This LDU has Lifton as its focal point, a riverside
settlement just above the floodplain.This consists of a 20th century settlement edge
around a core of pastel-coloured 19th century stone cottages and houses and more
imposing 18th century civic buildings. Stone is the dominant building material, present
in many boundary walls as well as mainly 18th century buildings, with slate the universal
roofing material. Above the settlement pastoral farmland is set in a pattern of very low
hedgebanks, with some hedges and hedgerow trees as well as many tree rows, and some
small woods. The farmland towards the northern edge has a rather remote feel, with
several no-through roads and very few houses. The isolated farms are of stone with a
collection of farm buildings, occasionally with crinkly tin roofs.This fairly small LDU
contains three areas of parkland/gardens, plus the woodland associated with Lifton
Park, and metal estate fencing also underpins an estate character locally. The road
network is very variable, with the A30 along the northern edge and narrow winding lanes
elsewhere, often with narrow verges and ditches.
Key Characteristics
Rolling slopes above valley of Wolf and upper Tamar
Pastoral farmland with some woodland
Large village just above floodplain
Isolated stone farms elsewhere
Dense tree rows and trees on low hedgebanks act to filter longer views
Sparse road network away from major road and no-through roads add to remoteness of
hinterland
Overall Condition Statement
Restore orchards where possible. Retain small areas of rough ground and wet pasture.
Prevent extension of village further up slope, where visible over a wider area.
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 734

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock vales & valleys
Ground Type
Loamy gleyed soils with wet patches
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of the flat valley floor of the upper river Thrushel, dominated by the
A30, whether on elevated section or in cutting. The valley floor is narrow, the river and
its feeder streams often edged with trees and seldom a prominent element. The
landform change to the adjoining LDU to the north is very clear, with its wooded slope a
strong enclosing visual element. Land use is a mix of improved and wet unimproved
pasture and rough ground, with gorse and rush prominent species, in a medium to large
irregular field pattern. Towards the eastern end of the LDU the valley opens out, with
larger pasture fields and few hedgerow trees, giving a more open character. The large
block of conifer plantation at Ebsworthy Moor and small areas of mixed woodland
elsewhere help to screen the A30, but the conifers in particular are a visual and
biodiversity intrusion. Oak is the dominant species, found on hedgebanks and in tree
rows, often as mature specimens, although there is also amenity planting in strips and
copses, possibly as screening for the A30, and some beech, ash and silver birch. There is
very little settlement, only isolated farms with stone or cob barns, with crinkly tin
roofs.The sparse road network consists of meandering minor roads crossing the valley,
with the obvious exception of the A30, which significantly affects tranquillity with
constant traffic noise. As minor elements, metal gates and wooden fencing appear to be
related to changes wrought by the construction of the A30, while occasional double
hedgebanks with trees on the field side, and the roadside copses, hint at former
common land.
Key Characteristics
Flat open river valley
River and tributary streams edged with deciduous woodland and trees
Pastoral farmland, with a mix of improved, unimproved and rough ground
Several small areas of woodland and one large conifer plantation
Mainly unsettled - just a few isolated farms
Road network of minor lanes crossing river valley
Dominated by A30
Overall Condition Statement
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

Fair to good.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Low

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 735

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
This high, open LDU is surounded by river valleys on three sides and rolls gently down to
them from a narrow flat central ridge through a series of shallow valleys and rounded
hills. From the straight, wide spine road there are extensive views in all directions over
the shallow river valleys to the steeper slopes beyond. Side roads tend to be more
meandering and narrow. This is a very settled LDU, with much roadside development of
various ages, from the 18th century onwards, generally small scale and scattered, with
clusters at road junctions, and some larger country houses set back from the road,
occasionally with small parklands. Frequently these clusters are set back from the road
behind a strip of former common land, and the roadside copses and wide verges are also
indicative of this former use, the latter occasionally now planted with young trees.
Building materials are either stone or render (sometimes over stone?) with slate roofs
for houses and tin roofs for farm buildings. Render is more common for recent
development, which tends to be of the same scale and general design as older housing,
although more frequently painted in pastel colours.The pastoral farmland is in a
variable, generally regular medium pattern defined by low hedgebanks with few
hedgerow trees, with significant areas of rough ground, rush pasture, gorse scrub and
woodland on lower slopes, grading to open rounded hilltops. Beech is a common species
on hedgebanks and as a hedgerow tree. The collection of settlement along the spine
roads contrasts with the general paucity of settlement eleswhere, where it is confined
to isolated houses and farms.
Key Characteristics
High, open rolling landform with extensive views
Pastoral farmland with rough ground, scrub and wet pasture on lower slopes
Extensive woodland in some areas, elsewhere confined to shallow stream valleys
Very settled along central spine road, with isolated houses and farms elsewhere
Wide verges, roadside copses and settlement indicative of former common land
Straight central road and meandering side roads
Beech hedgebanks, oak hedgerow trees
Small ancient villages and hamlets
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

Overall Condition Statement
Generally good. Note loss of orchards, some extensive, as at Millaton, Laigh and Hayne,
and the retention of just three small areas, and the presence of a small industrial areas
near Lobhillcross.Conserve small area of medieval strip fields and remaining orchards.
Well maintained verges, ditches and banks.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 736

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock lowlands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU is a small interfluve between the arms of the rivers Lew and Lyd and their
confluence north of Chillaton. It is set above the river valleys but is considerably lower
and flatter than the two adjoining LDUs to the east - 460 and 855. It consists of open
pastoral farmland with very little woodland, with roadside settlement of clustered farms
and farm buildings, all in stone, with stone also present in boundary walls, gateposts, as
vertical facings to hedgebanks and within pasture fields. The field pattern is very
regular, formed by hedgebanks of varied heights, with hedges of beech or oak but with
few hedgerow trees.
Key Characteristics
Gently rolling and sloping valley side
Pastoral farmland with few woods but hedgerow trees
Settled with clustered farmhouses at roadside
Intermediate areas between river valleys and ridges
Network of fairly straight narrow lanes; no footpaths
Enclosed by wooded higher ground
Overall Condition Statement
Conserve/restore orchards and park/garden, wet pasture
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Low
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

Tranquility

Very high

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 737

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock lowlands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This small straggly LDU consists of rising ground sloping up from the river Lyd (LDU
745), without riverside character. Rather it consists of pastoral farmland, in a medium
scale sub-regular pattern defined by slightly overgrown hedges on stone-faced banks.
These are often tall and, together with the sunken lanes found throughout, contribute to
a sense of remoteness and secrecy. Stone is apparent throughout in buildings and
boundary walls, whether within the low-lying village of Chillaton or the hilltop hamlet of
Marystow, whose church tower is locally prominent. Around Chillaton Court/Burns Hall
the field pattern is regular and quite large, while around Chillaton and in the east of the
LDU the field pattern is very small. There is a dense highway network of narrow,
straightish lanes, from which there area few fviews out. The mix of red and grey tones
in the local stone lends some warmth to the settlements, within which there are some
20th century bungalows and houses.
Key Characteristics
Pastoral farmland with trees
Very little woodland, but enclosed by roadside banks
Very settled, with one large village and a hamlet
Soft sub-regular field boundaries of a medium scale, except where very small
Stone apparent throughout LDU in houses, farm buildings and hedgebanks
Remote
Overall Condition Statement
Hedges tend to be slightly overgrown, which may be seasonal. Stone facings to banks
may require attention locallly
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Low
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

Tranquility

Moderate

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 738

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock lowlands
Ground Type
Loamy gleyed soils with wet patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of gently sloping pastoral farmland on a valley side. It contains no
woodland, although tree rows and parkland provide some vertical elements. The
variable field pattern is generally small, defined by low hedgebanks in an irregular
pattern except north of Wortham Manor. There is very little settlement and no public
roads within the LDU, which is contained by the landform of adjoining areas.
Key Characteristics
Gently sloping pastoral farmland
No woodland
Variable field pattern defined by tree rows and low hedgebanks
Very little settlement
No public roads - private access only to isolated farms or manor house
Park/garden around Wortham Manor
Overall Condition Statement
Good. Retain small area of rough ground. Conserve park/garden.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 739

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
Athis LDU consists of undulating hill slopes to north and south towards river valleys.
Land cover is a mix of pastoral farmland and mixed plantations, with some unimproved
pasture, wet pasture, arable and rough ground, distributed unenvenly. This is an open
areas, with mainly low, wide hedgebanks and tree rows defining a small semi-regular
field pattern. Local details include stone gateposts and field entrances, with concrete
posts and wire fencing used locally. The settlement pattern is of a few farm clusters,
with small scale stone and slate buildings. The road network is well spaced and there
are few footpaths. The loss of several orchards suggests a change of cultivation in the
recent past.
Key Characteristics
High, open, undulating and sloping
Pasture and woodland, with small areas of arable and wet pasture.
Mainly small to medium sub-regular fields, much larger locally
Generally low hedgebanks without trees - some tree rows without banks
Stone gateposts and walls around field entrances
Small white-painted stone houses in tiny hamlets or farms
Wide winding roads with verges
Overall Condition Statement
Possibly declining - note large field size on western edge, which does not reflect
cultural pattern. Restore orchards where possible, retain existing orchard, wet pasture
and rough ground.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

High

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 741

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy gleyed soils with humic patches
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Planned wooded farmland
Overall Character Statement
Oak is the dominant species in the roadside copses that edge the narrow lanes
meandering across this open, gently rolling or flat landscape of unenclosed moorland
and pastoral farmland. Blocks of mixed plantations and linear deciduous copses along
the many streams frame the extensive views. This is a fairly empty landscape, with a
scattering of isolated houses or small hamlets hinting at the enclosure of former
common land but dominated by the wet, unenclosed moorland. This lacks trees but is
covered with rough grass and scrub - wild areas within the more tamed pasture and
woodland around its better drained edges. Rush pasture in these areas serves as a visual
and biodiversity link to the wilder areas. Highampton is the only historic settlement,
while Hatherleigh appears to have spilled across the river Lew on the eastern boundary
with an area of modern settlement. Elsewhere houses are small, pre-20th century,
usually rendered with slate roofs, with more modern farm buildings, often with crinkly
tin roofs, lending a more temporary air to these structures.
Key Characteristics
Flat to rolling wet upland
Pastoral farmland with rough ground and dispersed woodland
Large areas of unenclosed wet moorland
Mixed woodland in plantations with deciduous roadside and streamside copses
Dispersed settlement pattern of small render and slate houses
Long views from this high, open area
Meandering lanes with wide verges and ditches
Overall Condition Statement
Good
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 743

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of an extensive, widespread group of small stream valleys running
down from narrow ridges, with a sloping and undulating landform. The landcover is a
mix of pastoral farmland and woodland, with a pronounced, clear and characteristic
gradation from wooded valley floor, through rough ground, rush pasture and gorse scrub
on lower slopes to open pasture or conifer plantations on the upper slopes.These latter
serve to blur the boundary with and landform change to the flatter ridge of LDU 793.
This is an open area, with long views in all directions, where these are not limited by
the tall roadside hedgebanks, often with mature oak or beech. Where these are oaks,
regularly spaced and even aged, they give an estate farmland character locally,
although beech is the dominant species. The settlement pattern is dispersed, with
isolated houses and farms and one village - Bratton Clovelly. Houses may date from the
17th century (there is a little 20th century infill and occasional isolated house of this
period) and are generally of stone with slate roofs. Frequently they are painted in pastel
shades, and there is a little thatch on cottages in Bratton Clovelly, whose stone church
tower is a local landmark. The road network consists of narrow lanes, generally gently
winding rather than straight, often with ditches alongside and very tall hedgebanks.
Key Characteristics
Sloping undulating landform
Series of small stream valleys throughout extensive area
Mix of pastoral farmland and woodland
Deciduous woodland on valley floors, with mixed and conifer plantations on upper slopes
Variable field pattern defined by low hedgebanks
Roadside banks can be high (over 4m), with many hedgerow oak or beech trees
Dispersed settlement pattern of isolated houses and farms, with one village
Stone and slate are most common buildings materials, with a little thatch locally
Overall Condition Statement
Good
Sensitivity*
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 744

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
River valley
Ground Type
Dry meadowland
Settlement
Meadowland - small farms
Land Cover
Secondary wooded pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU is a very clear, simple expression of its landform and land cover, consisting of
a narrow, flat valley floor containing a river and extensive watermeadows, contained by
the steeply sloping wooded valley sides of the adjoining LDUs to east and west. There is
no settlement and neither roads nor footpaths, so this is a very tranquil, remote area.
Key Characteristics
Flat river valley floor
Confined by steep densely wooded valley slopes
Watermeadows throughout
No settlement
No highway network
No footpaths
Overall Condition Statement
Excellent
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

Tranquility

Very high

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 745

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
River valley
Ground Type
Dry meadowland
Settlement
Meadowland - small farms
Land Cover
Secondary wooded pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of the upper reaches of the river Tamar, its tributary the river Lyd and
the lower reaches of the rivers Lew, Wolf and Thrushel. These valleys are generally
meandering, narrow and steep sided, often enclosed by woodland on the river's edge
and on the slopes. Exceptions are the more open valley floor of the Lyd before its
confluence with the Lew, which contains wet pasture, the historic settlement at
Sydenham, downstream of the confluence, and the confluence with the rivers Thrushel
and Wolf at Tinhay, where there is a large settlement and industrial complex. There are
many crossing points, usually with old, narrow stone bridges, usually with at least one
stone cottage set on the slope above the floodplain. At Sydenham there is a complex of
buildings around the bridge and ford, and atTinhay there is considerable settlement in
the floodplain. Buildings are of stone with slate roofs. The narrow areas to either side of
the river channel contain wet pasture with riparian trees and individual trees such as
oak and hawthorn, the edging vegetation reading more strongly in the wider landscape
than the watercourse. There is a noticeable level change to the adjoining LDUs where
this is not covered by woodland.
Key Characteristics
Narrow flat valley floor
Rivers enclosed by riparian trees
Small unimproved pasture or rough ground, with individual oaks or thorn
Floodplain settlement
Ancient stone bridges
Steep wooded slopes of adjacent areas create intimate character
Overall Condition Statement
Good except at Tinhay. Conserve orchards and watermeadows, as well as unimproved
wet pasture; restore lost orchards. Conserve stone bridges. Resist further development
within floodplain and consider visual impact of development in adjoining LDUs.
Sensitivity*
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 746

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of steeply sloping land along the east bank of the river Tamar,
southwards from Bawcombe (north of Greystone Bridge) to Luckett. The undulating
terrain is mainly covered with pastoral farmland, with occasional areas of wet/rush
pasture, but there are two significant areas of coniferous woodland on the steepest
slopes near the Tamar, with pockets of deciduous woodland along minor stream valleys.
The cultural pattern is fairly unified, mainly post-medieval fields, with small areas of
barton fields and strip fields. The pattern of medium to large regular fields is defined
mainly by shaggy hedges or tree rows, with some tall hedgebanks but few hedgerow
trees, although there are some roadside copses of beech or oak. Around settlements
the field pattern tends to vary, being often very small and irregular. The settlements
are clustered in villages or hamlets, such as Milton Abbot and Sydenham Damerel, with
tile-hung houses, unified by the use of stone and slate throughout, with isolated large
18th and 19th century farms and cottages elsewhere or small ancient stone hamlets such
as Horsebridge, clustered around an ancient stone bridge at a river crossing. Although
the minor roads are quite wide, they are very winding. Views out over the steeply
sloping terrain are filtered by tree rows, with views over the Tamar gorge to LDUs on
the other side of the river. The relics of former mining activity are generally well
screened by vegetation, with only occasional chimneys providing a distinct visual
reminder.
Key Characteristics
Steeply sloping valley side of river Tamar
Mix of pastoral farmland and mixed woodland and plantations
Medium to large fields defined by shaggy hedges and tree rows
Stone settlements clustered in villages and hamlets, with some isolated farms
Winding lanes with views out filtered by vegetation
Relics of former mining activity
Overall Condition Statement
Good. Retain orchards and enlarge where possible. Conserve strip fields.
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 747

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Impoverished soils
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient wooded farmland
Overall Character Statement

This long narrow LDU forms part of the east bank of the river Tamar and extends east
from Lamerhooe, along a small tributary valley to Foghanger via Collacombe Down and
Culverhill, then south along the Tamar to the southern edge of Maddacleave Wood, east
of Calstock on the opposite side of the river. It is thus the steepest section of the Tamar
valley, where it runs through a granite ridge, and is predominantly covered in deciduous
woodland, much of it Ancient Woodland, with some smaller areas of conifer plantation.
These woods are interspersed with improved pasture fields on the upper valley slopes,
where it is more open, with unimproved pasture, rough ground and scrub on some
steeper slopes. These fields are defined by tree rows or low banks, with beech the most
distinctive species. Within the woodland there is much evidence of former mining
activity, with several mines: Wheal Maria, Wheal Emma, Wheal Josiah and Wheal Fanny
and the cottages associated with Wheal Maria, grouped together and other mining
activity around Culverhill. There are also disused quarries, a sawmill and industrial
complexes at Morwellham Quay and in Maddacleave Wood. Settlement is sparse, set
away from the steepest slopes, and consists of isolated stone farms and cottages, often
dating from the 18th century, but with a little 20th century housing also.
Key Characteristics
Very steep river gorge
Densely wooded
Mainly deciduous woods (much Ancient Woodland) with some conifer plantations
Pastoral farmland with much wet pasture and scrub in tributary valley
Tree rows a more common boundary than hedgebanks
Isolated farms and cottages, with some relics of mining period
Sparse road network and limited footpath network at southern end.
Overall Condition Statement
Good
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 748

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock lowlands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of a small rolling lowland plain in a loop of the river Tamar, remote
and secret, accesssed only via a private track. The pastoral farmland also contains a
farmhouse with mining connections, farm buildings and a boatyard. The farmland has a
strong regular field pattern outlined by low hedges or stone-faced hedgebanks, with
trees confined to around the buildings or in two small pockets of woodland.There are
magnificent extensive views of the river and the Cornish bank of woodland and farmland
and a good mix of local plant species, including holly, ash, oak and narcissi.
Key Characteristics
Small rolling plain in loop of river Tamar
Enclosed by steep wooded slopes on opposing side of river
Pastoral farmland, farmhouse and boatyard
Very regular field pattern defined by hedges and low stone-faced banks
Trees only around settlement and in two pockets of woodland
Extensive views over river landscape
Remote and secret
Overall Condition Statement
Good.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Low
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

Tranquility

Very high

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 749

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Marine levels
Ground Type
Saltmarsh
Settlement
Meadowland - small farms
Land Cover
Open pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of the flat floor of a river loop, now in pastoral cultivation, with a
fringe of reedbed and saltmarsh against the water's edge - there is also grazed saltmarsh
below the floodbank which prevents tidal incursions. There is a tiny stone-faced harbour
and many boats, with bits of scrub, elm, buddleia and gorse on the floodwall, but no
settlement, public roads or footpaths. The LDU is enclosed by the steep wooded valley
slopes across the river and the lack of access or settlement contributies to its secret,
remote atmosphere, enhanced by the magnificent river views in all directions.
Key Characteristics
Small area of pasture, reedbeds and saltmarsh in loop of river
Contained by wooded slopes of opposite valley side
Remote, simple, flat landscape
No woodland or trees
No settlement but elements of boatyard
Overall Condition Statement
Good
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Very high

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 750

LCT No 4B

LCT Name Unsettled marine levels

Physiography
Marine levels
Ground Type
Intertidal sands
Settlement
Unsettled wildland
Land Cover
Open wildland
Overall Character Statement
Flat tidal river valley with extensive mudflats and wetlands, contained by rising
landform between the two rivers ( and on opposing banks). Bordered by farmland and
woodland with very limited road access, so tranquil and undisturbed, with boat use
during good weather adding movementand small quays adding local interest. Good views
to Cornish bank and of Tavy railway bridge. Some saltmarsh and reedbed in the
northern section of the Tavy. The river in the adjoining LDU is a significant element
even at low tide, when the mudflats glisten with water and contrast with the areas of
saltmarsh and the small boats bobbing at anchor within the river channel. The vertical
stone flood defences around the small harbours (LDU 457) provide a distinct hard
element and geometry contrasting with the natural, organic character of this LDU. Not
all of the LDU lies within WDD and the area outside has an industrial edge (Warren
Point), south of the Tavy confluence.
Key Characteristics
Flat river valley with extensive mudflats and saltmarsh
Abuts rivers Tamar and Tavy to either side of their confluencePeaceful
Contained by wooded slopes and pastoral farmland on valley sides
Absence of settlement or highway network, but anchorage for many small boats
Tidal ford at northern end of Tavy
Railway bridge near confluence and footpath along part of northern bank of Tavy
Tranquil
Overall Condition Statement
Excellent
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Very high
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 753

LCT No 2D

LCT Name Moorland edge slopes

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
Almost half of this LDU lies outside the West Devon district, and this southern half is less
settled and more remote than the northern half, which is more extensive than the
rather narrow section below the AONB boundary, near Milton Combe. The whole LDU
slopes down to the river Tavy to the west from the boundary with Dartmoor and consists
of a small rolling upland plateau with a moorland edge/commonland character. The
focus of the northern part is the settlement of Buckland Monachorum, an ancient
settlement of stone houses and cottages set within narrow winding streets. Crapstone
nearby is similar, but with more 20th century housing, while Buckland Abbey is a
National trust property open to the public; lodges in the southern half are indicative of
(former) parkland. The clusters of settlement are set within a regular pattern of
medium scale pasture fields, mainly unimproved, with a distinct moorland edge
character due to the lack of woodland, tree rows or hedgerow trees. Roads are in a
dense network, mainly radiating out from Buckland, and are very winding, whether
narrow or wide, often with verges or between tall banks. These are generally low and
wide, frequently with a vertical stone facing, often concealed by vegetation. This
paucity of vegetation permits long views across to the valley of the river Tavy to the
west.
Key Characteristics
Gently rolling upland plateau sloping away from Dartmoor towards Tavy valley
Unimproved pasture farmland
Low, wide hedgebanks with few hedgerow trees and almost no woodland
Sparsely settled but with two villages in northern half
Extensive road network of narrow lanes
Long views in all directions
Overall Condition Statement
Good - good barn conversions.
Sensitivity*
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 754

LCT No 2D

LCT Name Moorland edge slopes

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Impoverished soils
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
Gently rolling upland area to south of Dartmoor above northern edge of Plymouth,
mainly mixed farmland (with pasture dominant) with wooded plantations and with mixed
uses along southern edge indicative of urban expansion. Mixed field pattern and field
sizes, (indicative of rationalization of field boundaries) with a sparse settlement pattern
of hamlets and farms, except the settlement associated with the Bickleigh barracks.
Fairly sparse road network with one A road and some straight minor roads. Treed
roadsides with verges and footways, with medium low hedges as field boundaries and
few hedgerow trees. Long views to Dartmoor, Plymouth and, in west, over river Tavy.
Key Characteristics
Gently rolling upland
Mixed farmland with plantations and copses
Open, with some long views over low, treeless field hedges
Sparsely settled except along southern edge
More development along southern boundary with Plymouth city
Overall Condition Statement
Well maintained but inherent character interrupted and severely threatened. Generally
intact where not industrial/military. Little obvious evidence of former common land possibly all now plantation, so inherent character rather lost.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Very high

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 756

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with impoverished
patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of a narrow north-south trending rolling plateau with sides sloping
towards the Tamar and Tavy valleys to west and east. It extends from Willestrew Park,
south of Chillaton, southwards to include Bere Alston in the Bere Peninsula, which is the
largest settlement. This consists of a core of stone and slate houses with some 20th
century render and tile bungalows around the edge, quite visible within the local
landscape. Elsewhere the settlement pattern is sparse, with isolated houses and farms
in stone and slate set within a regular, small to medium scale pattern of mainly pastoral
cultivation, with small areas of arable, rough ground, orchards, parkland and estate
farmland. There is little woodland, most of it mixed plantations extending up from, and
masking the boundary with, the river valleys to east and west. On the plateau there are
a few linear roadside copses, hilltop beech clumps and relic pine shelterbelts. The road
network consists of a straight road along the spine of the ridge, the B3257, with many
straight lanes coming off it at right angles out to the edge of the ridge, except around
Bere Alston, where there is a dense network of winding narrow lanes, often set below
tall banks. Although some of the roads are sunken, the generally low field boundaries
and the lack of hedgerow trees give an open character to the LDU, with long views
available over the river valleys to east and west.
Key Characteristics
Narrow north-south plateau with gently sloping sides
Gently rolling open pastoral farmland with many additional minor land uses
Regular small to medium field pattern defined by low wide banks
Few hedgerow trees; some copses and woodland, chiefly to edge
Clustered settlement of Bere Alston, crossroads hamlets and isolated farms
Central B-road along spine with many winding minor roads off it
High and open, with long views over river valleys to east and west
Overall Condition Statement
Restore the many fragmented former orchards, conserve existing, plus conserve rough
ground, medieval strip fields, mining heritage
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 757

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
River valley
Ground Type
Dry meadowland
Settlement
Meadowland - small farms
Land Cover
Secondary wooded pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU, half of which lies within Dartmoor, consists of the very narrow flat valley floor
of the upper river Tavy to the north of Tavistock. There is no dominant land use, rather
a variety of uses including school playing fields, parkland, recreational use, trout fishery
and lakes, holiday accommodation and a little roadside suburban settlement, such as
roadside inns. There is no farmland, but the river is largely lined with riparian trees and
there is a small parcel of deciduous woodland. The rough ground that characterises the
LDU in Dartmoor is absent closer to Tavistock. There arer no views within or out of the
LDU, where trees restrict internal visibility and the surrounding landform prevents
longer views in or out. The A386 is a significant element within the LDU but does not
dominate.
Key Characteristics
Very narrow flat valley floor
River occupies most of floor, surrounded by riparian vegetation
Variety of land uses with none dominant
School playing fields, parkland and recreational uses
Very little settlement
Major road along valley
Enclosed and rather claustrophobic
Overall Condition Statement
Poor - there is nothing of the historic character of this LDU remaining
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 758

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
Steeply sloping valley sides of river Tavy, to north and east of Tavistock. Densely
wooded slope with trees and scrub. Land use is a mix of open pasture fields on the
upper slopes, with scrub and woodland on the lower slopes. Field boundaries tend to be
low banks with low hedges and occasional mature hedgerow trees, but much of the LDU
appears to be unenclosed, where woodland sweeps across the slopes. Within this mixed
pattern are other land uses such as extensive school playing fields and grounds and a
quarry with its associated buildings. There is also a little scattered settlement, with
isolated stone and slate buildings. The disused railway with its bridge adds to the urban
edge feel of much of this LDU, contrasting with the area within Dartmoor, where rough
ground is the dominant land cover.
Key Characteristics
Narrow steep valley sides
Mix of pastoral farmland, dense scrub and deciduous woodland
Little settlement, but extensive and dominant school buildings and a quarry
Field pattern of low banks with occasional hedgerow trees
Radiating pattern of highways fanning out from urban centre
Mix of remote wooded slopes and urban-edge land uses
Overall Condition Statement
Declining.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

High

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 760

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of a small area on the western side of Tavistock, consisting of gently
rolling and sloping uplands of large, regular pasture fields with an open downland
character. Field boundaries are sloping turf banks, some very wide with stone facing at
field entrances, or sheep netting with concrete posts. There are some roadside trees,
usually oak, and a few hedgerow trees within the farmland. Settlement consists of
isolated houses and farms, usually of stone and slate, with stone barns. Roads area wide
and straight,usually with wide verges. From this high, open area there are long views.
Key Characteristics
High open pastoral farmland
Low wide banks with well-spaced hedgerow oaks and stone facing
Regular medium-scale field pattern
Sparse pattern of isolated stone farms
Abuts Tavistock to east with no suburban edge
Undulating, with long views
Overall Condition Statement
Conserve parks and gardens. Conserve stone facings to banks and pattern of hedgerow
trees.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 762

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
This long narrow LDU to the west of Tavistock extends south from Lamerton to Shillamill
and consists of the small, fairly open valley of the river Lumburn. It is mainly in pastoral
cultivation, with very little woodland, although there are riparian trees. The field
pattern is regular and medium scale, defined by low banks on the upper slopes, with
tree rows on the lower slopes, which, together with the riparian trees, tend to mask the
valley floor, which is quite clearly defined topographically. The sparse settlement
pattern is focused on river crossings, with Lamerton and Millhill the principal
settlements, although Lamerton is very dispersed, with many buildings along the B3362.
Elsewhere there are isolated clusters or groups of several farm buidlings around a
farmhouse, of mixed ages, both pre and of the 20th century, displaying mainly stone and
slate, but with some white-painted render too. The B3362 crosses the northern part of
the LDU obliquely, with minor winding roads elsewhere along the slopes rather than in
the valley.
Key Characteristics
Sloping valley sides
Quite open and undulating
Pastoral farmland with very little woodland
Regular field pattern defined by wide low banks and tree rows
Settlement at river crossings and along Tavistock road
Mix of old stone houses and 20th century housing
Fairly dense highway network
Overall Condition Statement
Conserve parks and gardens and old watermeadows, and unimproved pasture on lowe
slopes.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

High

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 764

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
River valley
Ground Type
Dry meadowland
Settlement
Meadowland - small farms
Land Cover
Secondary wooded pastures
Overall Character Statement
This very small LDU is the southern expression of the upper Tavy river to the south of
Tavistock, in its urbanised and semi-rural guise before it enters the steeper-sided,
heavily wooded rural valley. In this LDU the valley is more shallow and wider, with little
woodland and a strong urban edge or suburban character, with a little older isolated
settlement, chiefly stone houses and cottages, with stone boundary walls, set within
pasture fields. It extends out from the urban centre at West Bridge into gradually less
settled farmland, ending at Shillamill Bridge with a clear boundary change in landform
and land cover as the valley steepens. Land uses include a caravan park, sports fields
and sewage works, with riparian woodland of willow and other wetland species.
Key Characteristics
Tightly contained small river valley floor
River Tavy edged with wetland species such as willow and alder
Distinct gradation through valley from urban land uses to rural watermeadows
Varied modern land uses in northern section changing to farmland to south
Little settlement and few roads
Contained by landform but more by riparian trees and flanking woodland
Overall Condition Statement
Restore former orchards and conserve old watermeadows.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

Tranquility

Very low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 766

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
Of this LDU on the south-eastern side of Tavistock, about 50% lies within Dartmoor. It
consists of steeply sloping valley sides in a very small-scale pattern, which flatten out
towards Tavistock, with streams running through the flatter areas. This is a transitional
area, with strong urban edge and moorland edge character, with neither dominant. The
areas of farmland are in pastoral cultivation, with fences as well as stone-faced
hedgebanks and with rough groups of trees as well as small deciduous plantations and
woodlands. The field pattern is subregular and medium scale. Settlement at Whitchurch
is extending out into the farmland and there is little ground between this edge and the
settlement of Middlemoor, on the edge of Dartmoor. There are several large private
houses on this edge, often with mature conifers denoting early 19th century
establishment, and there is an area of parkland/garden against the northern edge,
adjacent to a moorland extension. Parts of this area have a suburban character, with
neat beech hedges, contrasting wih the former parkland to the north, which is walled,
with regularly spaced and even aged oaks around the boundary.
Key Characteristics
Small sloping stream valleys around southern edge of Tavistock
Variably undulating and flatter ground, with some streams
Pastoral farmland with low hedgebanks and trees
Pockets of deciduous woodland and mature oaks in former parkland
Notable conifers in private grounds
School playing fields and much recent housing development
Major road but generally poor local highway network
Relic moorland edge in north
Overall Condition Statement
Restore former orchards where possible (if not lost to development). Retain veteran
trees, especially mature conifers in private grounds and mature oaks around parkland.
Retain areas of rough ground.
Sensitivity*
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 789

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Marine levels
Ground Type
Saltmarsh
Settlement
Unsettled wildland
Land Cover
Open wildland
Overall Character Statement
This very small LDU consists of flat saltmarsh on flat land adjacent to the river Tamar,
opposite Cotehele Quay below Calstock. It is a very simple landscape of saltmarsh and
pasture, lacking settlement, roads of footpaths and screened from the wider landscape
by woodland to the north. The dominant elements are the river and the opposing
riverbank.
Key Characteristics
Flat riverside saltmarsh and pasture
No woodland or boundaries
No settlement
No roads
River and wooded opposite bank are dominant elements
Screened by woodland
Overall Condition Statement
Excellent.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Very high
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Very high

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 790

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
This meandering LDU echoes the course of the river Tamar and lies parallel to it,
forming much of its eastern flank, except where interrupted by lower areas of saltmarsh
or pasture. It slopes dowm from the Bere plateau towards the river to west and south
and offers extensive river views, including the confluence of the Tamar and Tavy and
the Tavy bridge. Land cover is predominantly pasture, but there is much scrub and
unimproved pasture on upper slopes and woodland along shallow stream valleys, as well
as many examples of other land uses, such as orchards, mining heritage and industry,
including boatyards. The settlement pattern reflects the area's mining past, with
clusters of small stone cottages and a few 20th century bungalows, as well as large
private houses and clusters of farm buildings, as do the extensive footpaths and
bridleways. Stone is the dominant building material,although slate is often hung on
north or west facades. The field pattern is very regular and medium scale, often echoing
the landform, with boundaries parallel to and at right angles to the slope. These are a
mix of low hegebanks and tree rows, giving a generally treed look to the local
landscape. Local detail includes stone gateposts and facings to banks at field entrances,
and sheep-grazed orchards.
Key Characteristics
High, open slope above river Tamar
Pastoral farmland with many other minor land uses, including a little arable
Woodland only along shallow stream valleys
Very regular field pattern defined by low hedgebanks and tree rows
Sparse settlement pattern reflecting mining heritage
Stone and slate buildings with some 20th century bungalows
Modern industtrial/leisure land uses
Wide-ranging river views
Overall Condition Statement
Extensive areas of former orchard - restore; conserve existing orchards and market
gardens, as well as mining heritage.
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 793

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy gleyed soils with humic patches
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Planned wooded farmland
Overall Character Statement
The former commonland character of this LDU is demonstrated by a number of elements
that occur throughout: the regular field pattern denoting modern enclosure of rough
ground; the wide verges, double hedges, linear narrow fields, copses and scattered
houses along roads, especially in small groups at junctions; the straightness of the roads
and their location along the centre of each ridge, the lack of hedgerow trees. This is a
high, open, rolling landscape, with extensive views in all directions and Dartmoor
looming to the south. Pastoral farmland is the chief land uses, followed by conifer
plantations. There are a few patches of rough ground and unimproved pasture, and a
few beech clumps, with some farm units set back from the road along short tracks, their
presence often indicated by small groups of conifers. Building materials for houses are
usually stone and slate, with construction dating from the 18th and 19th centuries,
although farm buildings may have crinkly tin roofs. This is a fairly empty, large-scale
landscape, with no villages, in which modern elements such as communications masts
are prominent over the low hedgebanks and past lonely windswept trees. There is a
slight moorland edge character in some places, such as around Thorndon Cross, where
the field pattern becomes larger, trees less frequent and Dartmoor is a looming
presence to the south. Winter colour is provided by beech leaves - the dominant
species, although oak is also common, contrasting with the dark green blocks of conifer
plantations. There is more variety of land use towards Okehampton and Dartmoor, with
a golf course,equestrian centre, plant nursery, hotels and guest houses, although these
are not frequent. The signes for tumuli, barrows and castle sites indicate this
landscape's much older, now visually insignificant, history.
Key Characteristics
Series of linked narrow flat ridges with gently sloping sides
Pastoral farmland with conifer plantations
Regular field pattern of low hedgebanks
Narrow copses and double hedges along roads, with some beech clumps
Linear pattern of scattered small-scale settlement along roads
Beech is dominant species, with oak secondary
Mix of A road and minor roads
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

Overall Condition Statement
Fairly good. Some change locally towards eastern end, and occasional gappy hedge and
use of fencing.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

Tranquility

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 804

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Impoverished humic soils on igneous rocks
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
Most of this LDU lies within the Dartmoor National Park and is not considered here. A
small portion on its northern edge lies outside the park and appears to share the main
characteristics of the LDU while lacking some of its open heathy or moorland aspect. It
has a gently sloping landform with a regular, small-scale field pattern delineated by low
hedgebanks or medium tall tree rows on low banks. Exposed stone is visible in roadside
boundaries. The farmland is in mixed cultivation, with more arable than is commonly
seen in West Devon. There is little settlement, gathered here in a small cluster or
hamlet, but the common building materials are granite and slate, which link the
buildings to the local landscape. They are generally small scale and low and are
unobtrusive, including the caravan park and the former quarry. The lack of roads in this
part is not typical of the LDU in general. The area has an open, even exposed character,
with wide views to the north and over Dartmoor.
Key Characteristics
Sloping farmland on the northern edge of Dartmoor
Mixed pastoral and arable farmland
Regular medium scale field pattern
Mix of low hedgebanks and tall trees on low banks
Exposed stone in roadside boundaries
Copses and many hedgerow trees
Very little settlement
Few roads
Open, even exposed, where there are no hedgerow trees
Overall Condition Statement
Reasonable to fair. Encourage actions to mitigate any negative impacts of arable
cultivation on biodiversity, including less variable field boundaries.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 810

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with impoverished
patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
Only a small part of the LDU lies within West Devon District, and this part is not entirely
typical. It consists of a steep intermediate slope on the northern edge of Dartmoor, with
views out to the north. Landcover is pastoral farmland with small dispersed woods and
there is one small conifer plantation. The field pattern is small and sub-regular, with
some regular fields at the western end, more irregular to the east. Field boundaries are
hedgebanks with ditches but without verges or trees, with holly and hawthorn as the
dominant local species. These banks help, with the woodland, to create a local sense of
enclosure in this mainly open landscape. There is almost no settlement in this part of
the LDU - just a few isolated houses and farms - and no roads, although the A30
separates this part of the LDU from the rest of the District. The underlying geology is
revealed by quarries outside the District boundary, and there is one small disused quarry
at the eastern end of this section.
Key Characteristics
Steeply sloping intermediate landform
Open pastoral farmland with small mixed woods
Deciduous woods and roadside copses and small conifer plantations
Small sub-regular field pattern of hedgebanks with ditches
No roads (in part of LDU within WDD)
Very sparse settlement (in part of LDU within WDD)
Fairly open, although woodland sufficient to provide sense of enclosure locally
Overall Condition Statement
Good.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

High

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 812

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
River valley
Ground Type
Dry meadowland
Settlement
Meadowland - small farms
Land Cover
Secondary wooded pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of a very long narrow flat valley floor, with the narrow river Taw
meandering through it, creating a pattern of irregular meadows and pasture fields
except where the valley is wider and drier. Here the field pattern is larger and more
regular, but defines the same land use. Field boundaries are very low hedges on low
banks and there are many roadside copses, which filter views, although this is a fairly
open LDU. The boundary to adjoining LDUs is not always defined by field boundaries, as
open pasture fields roll from the valley floor up the slope, but the landform is always
apparent. There is little settlement within the LDU, with most just on the edge above
the floodplain, but two settlements intrude into it, at Bondleigh and North Tawton, and
there are small clusters of stone cottages around crossing points (of which there are
several), usually marked by very narrow old stone bridges. This is a surprisingly open
LDU, despite riparian and roadside vegetation, probably with a much more enclosed feel
during the summer months when leaves will more effectively screen views.
Key Characteristics
Flat narrow river floor
Narrow meandering water course of river Taw along lengthy shallow valley
Pasture farmland throughout
Very little settlement - cottages and and extensions of villages at crossing points
Several crossing points, usually via old narrow stone bridges
Roadside copses and very low hedges on low banks
Variable scale generally irregular field pattern
Overall Condition Statement
Very good
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 813

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with shallow patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of open strongly undulating uplands, with a clear field pattern of
regular and irregular fields defined by thick hedgebanks. It is mainly in pastoral
cultivation, with linear copses along streams in shallow valleys and a few small
deciduous woodland blocks on some lower slopes. Hedgerow trees are mainly confined
to lower slopes. This, together with the woodland pattern, creates a rhythm of open
hilltops and slightly more enclosed shallow valleys. The settlement pattern is sparse,
with isolated farms and roadside cottages, usually of fairly recent construction, with a
few small hamlets on sloping ground.There are clear views of Dartmoor to the south,
which balances the confining impression of many hedgebanks, which limit views out
from roads. Beech and holly are prominent species, with several deciduous species oak, ash, hawthorn - also present. Occasional small groups of conifers are usually
associated with settlement.
Key Characteristics
Strongly undulating uplands
Mixed farmland with woods
Mainly pasture with limited arable cultivation
Small deciduous linear woods along streams in shallow valleys
Occasional small blocks of deciduous woodland on lower slopes
Very strong field pattern defined by thick hedgebanks
Mix of regular, medium scale and slightly larger irregular fields
Sparse settlement pattern, mainly 20th century buildings
Open landscape with views from roads blocked by tall hedgebanks
holly and beech are locally prominent species
Overall Condition Statement
Good, except for a few unmanaged hedges, which may be a temporary condition.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 814

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock vales & valleys
Ground Type
Loamy gleyed soils with wet patches
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of gently rolling open pastoral farmland and rough ground, drained by
the river Yeo and several streams, contrasting with adjoining areas which have more
woodland and a more variable landform. Despite the presence of wet pasture, ditches,
ponds, gorse and silver birch, and the use of 'moor' in local place names, moorland
character is subsumed by historic enclosure and pastoral cultivation. There is little
woodland except in the southern part around the river Yeo. In most of the area there
are sparsely scattered small regular blocks of deciduous woodland, which do not affect
the open character of the area. The pasture fields are large, with gently curving
boundaries of low hedgebanks with few hedgerow trees. Settlement is very sparse,
consisting of a few farms, set well back from the very limited road network and not
obvious within the landscape. There is no road network, rather a number of narrow,
straight minor roads entering the LDU from various directions but petering out at
farmhouses rather than providing cross routes. A railway crosses the centre of the LDU
east-west, generally in cutting, so is not intrusive.
Key Characteristics
Open gently rolling pastoral farmland
Flatter than adjoining areas
Wet, with river and many streams, ponds and ditches
Small dispersed pockets of deciduous woodland, except to south around river Yeo
Areas of moorland with much gorse and some silver birch
Very sparse settlement, with only a few isolated farms
Very limited road network, with no through roads
Overall Condition Statement
Good.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

High

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 815

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Soft rock uplands
Ground Type
Sandy brown soils
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of mixed farmland with little woodland on gently rolling to undulating
terrain. The southern half is flatter, with some areas of very small regular fields to the
south of North Tawton, while the northern area is more undulating with a slightly larger,
less regular field pattern. Although pastoral cultivation is the dominant land use, there
is some arable cultivation too. Field boundaries are low, with few hedgerow trees.
Beech and holly are the dominant species. There is one large village, North Tawton,
which has some commercial activity on its western side, possibly linked to its location
above a crossing of the river Taw. Elsewhere the pattern is rather less sparse than in
surrounding LDUs, with some limited commercial land uses amid the isolated houses and
farms. The general character is of an open, small scale, gently rolling area with little
tree cover and a slightly denser settlement pattern than in surrounding areas.
Key Characteristics
Gently rolling upland
Mixed farmland with psatoral use dominant
Very little woodland - a few small plantations and copses
Low hedgebanks and few hedgerow trees
Small to very small regular to irregular field pattern
Gently winding minor roads and one A road
One large village and more dense but still dispersed settlement pattern of isolated
houses and farms, with a little commercial landuse
Beech and holly are loclly distinctive
An open, gently rolling landscape, more undulating in the northern half
Overall Condition Statement
Good
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 816

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with damp patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
The landform of this LDU is strongly undulating, a form that is somewhat masked by
woodland. Land cover consists of a simple mix of woodland and pastoral farmland, with
very sparse settlement, in a medium-scale pattern of sub-regular field boundaries although the majority of field boundaries are straight, there is a consistent presence of
gently curving boundaries too, which gives a more organic character to the local
landscape. The low trimmed hedgebanks create a strong pattern along the generally
open hilltops, but tree rows are more common in this LDU. Most of the woodland occurs
around the many streams and thus is found in the shallow open valleys and lower slopes,
where it creates an interlocking pattern. The woodland, copses and tree rows combine
to filter and to flatten out the contours in long views, so that the strong undulations of
the landform are perceived more where the narrow winding lanes become steeper, with
taller banks. Oak is the dominant species, but there is also much beech and holly, with
some conifer plantations, generally on the base of slopes. Spreyton is the only village in
this LDU, and is quite prominent in the local landscape, due to the white paint on most
buildings, its location at a high point on the eastern side of the LDU and the presence of
arable cultivation around the settlement. Elsewhere there is a dispersed pattern of
isolated houses and small farms, usually of pre-20th century construction, using stone
with thatch or slate roofs. Although the transport network is mainly of winding minor
roads, the A3124 crosses the areas from south east to north west, and traffic on the A30
is visible and audible at the southern edge, separating a small part of this LDU. Over
much of the area there are views south over Dartmoor, which contributes a slight
moorland-edge element to local landscape character in the southern part of the LDU.
Double hedges with a ditch in the middle and a tree row to the roadside are a common
local feature, especially on the edge of woodland.
Key Characteristics
Strongly undulating uplands
Pastoral farmland with small linear woods and copses
Woodland generally on lower slopes and along stream corridors
Medium sub-regular fields with hedgebanks and tree rows
Double hedges with a ditch and trees to many roadsides
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

Network of gently winding minor roads with ditches and verges throughout
Small scale isolated houses and farms, with one village, generally of pre-20th century
construction
An open, medium scale landscape of pasture fields and small woods
Overall Condition Statement
Generally very good, with a few untrimmed hedges, which may be just a seasonal
variation.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 817

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with damp patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
The southern part of this LDU lies within West Devon District and consists of high open
undulating rounded hills of medium-scale pasture farmland with low regular hedgebanks
and an occasional hedgerow oak. Long views are available in all directions, although
views of the river Torridge are limited by steep landform changes. Settlement is quite
sparse, limited to one small white/grey hamlet with a prominent church tower, mainly
of stone and thatch, with very little 20th century development, a few outlying farms of
a variety of ages, and some larger private houses.The A386 provides a wider (if still
winding) highway than is usual, but there are few other roads.
Key Characteristics
Open undulating uplands sloping to south towards river
Pastoral farmland with small woods and plantations
Semi-regular pattern of medium fields defined by hedgebanks with few hedgerow trees
Hamlets, isolated farms and large private houses
Stone and thatch
Few roads or footpaths
Long views
Overall Condition Statement
Good
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 828

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with impoverished
patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU to the south of Tavistock, and bordering Dartmoor to the east, consists of a
small dome, with stream valleys forming lower ground around its eastern, southern and
western flanks. It is almost entirely pastoral farmland, but with much land given over to
horse pasture. There are also minor elements such as former mining activity and
orchards at Lower Tor, with isolated settlement elsewhere consisting of cottages in
stone or render and slate. There are few hedgerow trees and little woodland, with trees
mainly along roadsides, and the field pattern is generally regular and medium in scale,
perhaps smaller around the Tors.The area is high and open, with clear views of
Dartmoor but with a communications tower dominant locally.
Key Characteristics
Few hedgerow trees, some along roadsides; little woodland
High open domed hilltop with extensive views over Dartmoor and Tavistock
Pastoral farmland and much horse pasture
Slightly woolly hedges with much gorse
Isolated stone cottages
Fairly sparse highway netwoork of narrow winding lanes
Stone-faced hedgebanks and stone gateposts at field entrances
Mining relics locally
Overall Condition Statement
No recent change observed, except perhaps horse pasture, suggesting slight urban edge
pressure. Restore former orchards and conserve existing, as also mining heritage - all
focused on Tor.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 829

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock uplands
Ground Type
Impoverished soils
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU lies almost entirely within Dartmoor and the small part that lies outside the
National Park boundary against the eastern edge of Tavistock and the absorbed village
of Whitchurch shares its moorland character, providing a strong contrast with the
abrupt urban edge of the settlement. This is open, unenclosed moorland, with sheepgrazed grass interspersed with individual stunted thorn trees and areas of gorse scrub.
Dartmoor ponies and sheep wander about freely and this small area shares two variants
of recreational land use: golf course and extensive footpaths. The boundary of the
national Park is marked by a low stone wall, protected in places by sheep netting or
post-and-wire fencing, with a small area of mature beech woodland beyond.
Key Characteristics
Open moorland used for informal recreation and golf
Sheep-grazed grassland with gorse scrub and individual thorn bushes
No settlement and no roads
Very dense network of footpaths
Golf clubhouse and small area of mature beech woodland
Abrupt edge to settlement in adjoining LDUs
Overall Condition Statement
Excellent. Although a land use such as golf often dramatically changes a local
landscape, here it is well integrated and land management is exemplary, making good
use of the local fauna.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 854

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock high plateau
Ground Type
Humic impoverished soils
Settlement
Settled common
Land Cover
Estate pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU consists of a small high plateau, part of which lies within Dartmoor, with a
gentle slope up to a high point known as The Beacon, where there are several tumuli,
overshadowed by the dramatic landscape of Brent Tor on the edge of Dartmoor. Land
cover is wet pasture. There is a little settlement in the southern part, almost none
elsewhere, and the highway pattern is most unusual - a triangle of intersecting rulerstraight roads along the boundaries of the LDU. There is some woodland, mainly beech,
and beech is the dominant species in roadside hedges. This is a very open, simple,
uncluttered and distinctive landscape.
Key Characteristics
Flat upland pattern
Wet pasture in large fields defined by low treeless banks
Beech is dominant species, although most woodland is coniferous
Very little settlement
Areas of rough ground within recently enclosed farmland
Rigidly geometric highway pattern
Views of Brent Tor on edge of Dartmoor throughout
Overall Condition Statement
Restore former orchard.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity High
Cultural Sensitivity

Low

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Moderate

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 855

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with impoverished
patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient pastoral farmlands
Overall Character Statement
This moorland fringe LDU is very extensive, skirting the northwestern edge of Dartmoor
and flowing unevenly southwestwards from below Okehampton and, as it extends to the
south, spreading westwards towards the Tamar past Chillaton. There are long views to
Dartmoor and to the south over this gently rolling, open landscape. The LDU has a
slightly larger scale to it than many others in West Devon, despite the small to medium
field pattern, due to its open character, the large rounded hills and larger-scale highway
pattern of straight roads. In some places it is even exposed, with windblown tree rows
and low hedges. Tree rows are generally found on lower slopes or associated with roads,
and in some places it shares the character of the Blackdowns plateaux, such is the
dominance of beech. Pastoral cultivation is the norm, with areas of wet pasture and
fragments of rough ground, with silver birch and gorse indicating the impoverished
nature of local soils. Elsewhere there are small mixed plantations, linear roadside and
triangular copses. There is little settlement, with isolated farms and houses (the latter
often with an attached park or garden - there is an unusually high number of these in
this LDU), several hamlets and clusters of buildings at crossroads. Most buildings predate
the 20th century, and are of stone and slate, although there are some 20th century
bungalows in render and slate and trim farm buildings. Towards its southern edge there
is a transitional character as it becomes more undulating, high and open. Within the Lyd
Valley there is extensive mixed plantation which, together with the steeper landform,
creates a very enclosed character.
Key Characteristics
Sloping moorland edge
Open pasture fields with scattered woods, plantations and roadside copses
Extensive mixed plantations in Lyd Valley
Small to medium scale regular field pattern
Open views over low hedgebanks; few hedgerow trees
Sparse settlement pattern opf isolated farms and small hamlets
Unusually high number of parks and gardens
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

Overall Condition Statement
Encourage improved ecological linkage by extending and linking woods and copses,
retaining linear form; encourage greater use of/conservation of hedgerow trees.
Conserve/restore orchards, conserve parkas and gardens. Retain areas of rough ground
and wet pasture.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

High

Tranquility

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 856

LCT No Non LCT Name

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Loamy brown soils with impoverished
patches
Settlement
Dispersed with small farms
Land Cover
Settled pastures
Overall Character Statement
This LDU is a rolling upland plateau on the edge of Dartmoor (part of it lies within the
Dartmoor boundary), of rounded hills and soft clefts, apparently empty except in the
folds of the shallow stream valleys which cross it. Here stone and slate farmhouses and
farm buildings are huddled on the slopes surrounded by hedgerow trees, contrasting
with the unpopulated, open higher plateau within Dartmoor. There is a sparse network
of very narrow, winding lanes, set between tall banks, with cattle as well as sheep
visible within the pattern of generally large, regular fields.
Key Characteristics
Rolling upland plateau with rounded hills
Pastoral farmland with areas of rough ground and recreational use
Woodland only along stream valleys, but many beech rows
Large regular field pattern defined by low banks with few hedgerow trees
Isolated stone and slate farmhouses, occasionally grouped in shallow valleys
Sparse network of sinuous minor roads
High and open, with views to Dartmoor and southwestwards towards rivers
Overall Condition Statement
Good. Conserve parks and gardens and rough ground and ensure conservation of old
farm buildings, or sympathetic conversion where appropriate.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Moderate
Cultural Sensitivity

Moderate

Visual Sensitivity

High

Tranquility

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

LDU No 858

LCT No 3B

LCT Name Lower rolling farmed and settled slopes

Physiography
Hard rock slopes
Ground Type
Impoverished soils
Settlement
Clustered with small farms
Land Cover
Ancient wooded farmland
Overall Character Statement
Densely wooded steep slopes of the upper Tavy valley, widening to gently rolling sloping
farmland and woodland on the east bank (but not continuous with) below the tidal dam
at Maristow House. The woodland is extensive, in large blocks of broadleaf or conifer
plantations with areas of Ancient Woodland. The narrow valley floor has wildland rather
than pasture along the banks of the river, which is not a major element in the northern
section. The pastoral farmland is found mainly on the less steep upper slopes and
towards the southern end of the LDU, in large regular or irregular hedged fields with few
hedgerow trees, although roadsides have many trees. The area is generally sparsely
settled with isolated houses and farms, including large country houses in parkland
estates. The former village of Tamerton Foliot, which has been absorbed into Plymouth,
is an uncommon element. Elsewhere along the southern edge there is no direct link
with Plymouth, as separation is afforded by a tributary of the Tavy, with wooded slopes,
whose wetland nature and status as a nature reserve appears to deter development.
Milton Combe is an ancient small stone village (with many houses painted white) with
many stone boundary walls, spreading up the valley side from the valley floor from its
origins around a ford or stream crossing. The highway network is very sparse in the
north, with occasional river crossings across ancient stone bridges (Denham Bridge),
more developed in the south. There are cycle paths but very few footpaths, and stone
railway bridges for the disused railway along part of the upper western edge.
Key Characteristics
Steep intimate wooded upper valley of river Tavy
Open, more rolling eastern flank below tidal dam
Densely wooded with broadleaf and conifer plantations
Pastoral farmland on upper slopes and interspersed in woodland
Gently rolling slope on eastern side of river Tavy
Sparsely settled, except for Tamerton Foliot, which now has urban character
Sparse highway network of narrow, fairly straight lanes
Very narrow valley floor with scrub and wet woodland along riverbank
Overall Condition Statement
*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

Generally good, but poor around Tamerton Foliot. Conserve stone walls to roadside,
restore former orchards, retain horticulture and mining heritage. Retain AW and resist
increases in conifer plantations. Conserve rough ground, watermeadows and saltmarsh.
Conserve parkland/ gardens at Buckland Abbey and wildland valley floor. Ensure that
rhododendrons are controlled.
Sensitivity*
Ecological Sensitivity Very high
Cultural Sensitivity

High

Visual Sensitivity

Moderate

Tranquility

Low

*This sensitivity analysis relates to landscape character only and comprises one of a number of inputs necessary to the overall analysis of development
suitability. It should not be considered alone as an indicator of the suitability or otherwise of a given location for development

